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Post-Pi Assembly

BZA gives
OK to Gates'
Phase I of
development
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Stan Writer
he Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments gave developers of The
Gates approval to move ahead with
Phase 1 of construction if they receive final
approsal from the Planning Commission
next month.
The Gates, a planned gated neighborhood
on Robertson Road South, was originally
approved in 2(X)7, but construction halted
and did not meet the two-year time limit
that had been set. The Gates meets the definition of a residential planned development
project (PDPI, not a subdivision, because
the multiple structures are designed for one
tract of land.
In its Wednesday meeting. the BZA held a
hearing to review the developers conditional use permit and voted to approve the final
PDP plat contingent on the Planning
Commission's eventual approval. Added
into the motion by Mary Ann Medlock. the
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Winters, Henley
hope session
solves budget
for Medicaid
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
ifth District Rep. Melvin
Henley and First District
Sen. Ken Winters hope
this week's special legislative
session will be successful in
coming up with a Medicaid
budget and are focused on
doing their part on the issue as
Sven as raising the legal age to
Prop out of high school from 16
10 18.
Gov. Steve Beshear called the
legislature back to Frankfort
Last week for a special session
after Senate President David
Williams. R-Burkesville. shut
down the session and legislators
headed home. Henley. DMurray. said a special session
should not have been necessary.
The work should have been finished before anyone left the
Frankfort.
"With the House Republican
Caucus voting to stand in opposition
to
Sen. Williams
demands. thinking people
should begin to have some clue
as to what is going on with the
Medicaid budget impasse,"
Henley said. "There should
never have been the necessity
for a special session. If Sen.
Williams had not adjourned the
Senate early last week. negotia-
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II See Page 2A

WEATHER

TODAY

TOMORROW

50s

Daily Forecast
National Weather Service
Thursday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 75
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 54.
Friday: Partly sunny with a
slight chance of showers and
thunderstorms A high near 73
Friday Night: Mostly cloudy
with a chance of showers and
thunderstorms A low around
50
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 66
Night: Partly
Saturday
cloudy, with a low around 51
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 74
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Japanese choppers
dump water on
stricken reactor
By ERIC TALMADGE
and MARI YAMAGUCHI
Associated Press
AO.Japan (AP)— Japan tried highpressure water cannons, fire trucks
and even helicopters that dropped
batches of seawater in increasingly frantic
attempts Thursday to cool an overheated
nuclear complex as U.S. officials warned
the situation was deteriorating.
The top U.S. nuclear regulatory official
gave a far bleaker assessment of the crisis
than the Japanese. and the U.S. ambassador warned U.S. citizens within 50 miles
(80 kilometers) of the Fukushima Dai-ichi
plant on the northeast coast to leave the
area or all least remain indoors.
The Japanese government said it had no
plans to expand its mandatory, I 2-mile

Z
DAVID DOWDY

C C. Schools

Above left, CCMS teacher Brad Darnall looks over the judges' shoulders and reacts in shock as eighth grader Zoe Fuqua, right, recites the value of Pi to 222 digits to the right of the decimal point. Calloway County
Middle School celebrated "Pi" Day (3/14) two days late with math lessons, a contest to memorize the value
of "Pi", and some fur events involving a real cream pie in the faces of the assistant principal and the band
director.

II See Page 4A

Hopeful presidential
candidate visiting
every county in U.S.
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Colorado
man
is
attempting to reach all
3.143 U.S. counties
and county-equivalents in
preparation for a bid for president of the United States in
2012.
John Davis. a home builder
based out of Grand Junction.
Colo., brought his campaign
bus to the courthouse square in
Murray Wednesday to mark
Calloway County otT his list of
stops. He and his wile. Debra.
and two of his six sons spent
30 minutes downtown, talking
to Murray residents and meeting Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins.
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HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger & Times
Monday (3/14) was Pi Day and Calloway County Middle School students marked the occasion Wednesday
afternoon with a "Post-Pi Day" assembly. Included was a pi digits memorization contest and a Need Line toilet paper drive that allowed the two students who brought the most toilet paper to smash a pie into the face
of faculty and staff. Pictured above, CCMS Assistant Principal Amy Turner. right, gets pied by seventh-grader Amber Underhill, while Band Director Kevin Suiter gets pied by seventh-grader Chase McCoy.

INDEX

Davis, a Republican, said he
decided to run for president
after God spoke to his heart
and told him to run.
"I've never been involved in
politics but I'm pretty passionate about my country." he said.
"While I did not get to serve in
the military. I had my draft
card. Now. I'm out to serve my
country.
On his website. Davis writes
-I don't look like a president. I
don't talk like a president and I
don't act like a president. but I
do have what it takes to be a
president. I care about where
this country is headed. and
want to do something about

•See Page 2A
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John Davis, left. shows Tonya Robinson and Calloway County Magistrate Bobby Stubblefield
his American-flag-painted wrench while paying a visit to Murray Wednesday. Davis is campaigning for U.S. President in 2012 and said his wrench symbolizes how America needs fixing.
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•Gates...
From Front

KY SEA LOUGH / Ledger & Times
MRS FUNDRAISER: Athletes with the Murray High School junior varsity baseball team
recently spent a day wandering the streets of Murray collecting trash as a fundraiser for the
team. Pictured, Kaieb Morgan deposits an item of trash into a bag held by Nick Alexander.

•Hopeful presidential candidate...
From Front
it.
He adds that he doesn't
believe government should be
so far away that it is unattainable for the aver..ge person.
something he is trying to prove
wrong through his campaign.
Emblazoned on the side of
Davis bus is a photo of him
holding a giant wrench that has
been painted with the colors of
the American flag. He carries
the actual wrench with him as
an illustration.
"Everyone knows a wrench is
to fix things. People remember

I Medicaid...
From Front
tions could have continued until
March 21 without the necessity
of a special session."
On the Medicaid budget issue.
House Republican leaders pushed
Tuesday tor a compromise to shore
up program finances hoping to head
off potential cuts that mild reduce
care for some of the more than
800,000 poor, elderly and disabled
Kentucky residents. GOP leaders
met with Democratic House
Speaker Greg Stumbo and scheduled an additional meeting
Wednesday to try to work out an
agreement acceptable to the GOPcontrolled Senate, according to an
Associated Press report this week.
Details isf the plan hase not been
disclosed, but reportedly target
spending cuts to selected government agencies. Resolving the issue

that. ‘ke need to tis America.
Davis said.
Davis said he is pro-God. profamily, pro-country, pro-military, pro-second amendment
and pro-life. He wants to see a
balanced budget and get the
economy moving again. He also
said he is in favor of businessfriendly solutions to help small
business owners and to keep
jobs from going overseas.
"I believe in doing the right
things for the right reasons for
Americans." he said. "It's going
to take a lot of people to stand
up for what's right. We need a
good president but we need

good people. too."
In his tour stops across
America. Davis said he attempts
to set up meeting:; with area
Republicans to meet them and
tell them about his platform.
Calloway County Republican
Party chairman Greg DeLancey
said timing and scheduling conflicts made it difficult to set up a
meet-and-greet Wednesday as
Davis' Calloway County stop
was at 8:59 a.m.
More information on Davis
at
found
be
can
www.JohnDavisforpresident.or
g.

is vital to a variety of Medicaid
providers. including family-owned
House
The
stores.
drug
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee heard similar concerns
about the impacts the potential
Medicaid cuts on hospitals. nursing
homes and physicians.
Winter, R-Murray, said reaching a
compromise on the Medicaid shortfall is.in the works.
-As of (Wednesday). there
seems to be compromise discussions underway.- Winters said. "I
will be working hard to facilitate a
compromise budget adjustment."
Raising the legal age for high
school students to drop out from 16
to 18 is not popular in the GOP-led
Senate, so Winters is working on
ways to encourage students to stay.
in the classroom.
"I am pursuing some alternative
language that would encourage students to remain in school and graduate.- Winters said.
A House floor vote has tentaose-

ly set for Wednesday' on the graduation issue. The measure has cleared
the Democratic-controlled House in
each of the past two years only to
falter in the Senate. Beshear included the dropout issue on the agenda
for the special session hoping to
focus public attention on the problem to get Senate Republicans to
act, according to an AP report The
GOP's primary argument against
the proposal is that it would force
students that don't want to be there
to stay in the. classroom: possibly
creating problems teachers and
learning for other students.
Winters also pointed out that (he
General Assembly's adjournment
last week saved the state more than
enough funds to cover the cost of an
anticipated special session.

Planning Commission representative on the board, was the
acknowledgment of several
changes to the original plans.
This included the elimination of
a planned club house, a building
design that includes both brick
and vinyl siding and that three
additional units would be added
to Phase I. making a total of 39
single family residential units.
Board member Brad Darnall
stepped away from the board
discussion and recused himself
from the vote because he is a
resident of The Gates. He did
speak as a member of the public.
saying that he loved living there
and enjoyed the fact that someone else is responsible for mowing the lawn and maintaining
the property.
The approval of the revised
PDP plat was on the Planning
Commission's agenda Tuesday,
but members decided to table
the request to give residents living in the five completed homes
a chance to review and agree to
the revised plans. Developer Jim
Tate said he needed to get started as soon as possible because
every week was important if he
wanted to meet his target date
for completion.
In other business, the board
approved a new sign proposal
from Murray Auto Spa owner
Justin Phillips. The existing sign
is a variation from the requirement of having a monument
style sign and was granted
before Phillips purchased the
business. Phillips said he did not
plan to change the dimensions
of the sigh. but wanted to
change the design and add a
reader board to advertise specials. The board agreed that a
monument sign wouldn't be
1530
at the
appropriate
Highway 121 North location
and unanimously voted to grant
the variance.
The board also approved a
conditional use permit for a
Sycamore Street home business
owned by Chong Kim. The
board approved the permit 011
the grounds that Kim was meeting all conditions set at the time
of the last approval and that no
neighbors had reported any
problems.
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON!
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays
ocated Approx. 15 miles South of Murray oft HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresort.com

In the Tuesday. March 15. issue
of the Murray Ledger & Times, a
story on the Calloway County
School Board had an incorrect reference to a proposed weather
awning at Southwest Calloway
Elementary School. The awning in
question is currently being proposed for Southwest and not East
Calloway Elementary or North
Calloway Elementary.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report a
news mistake or error. call 7531016.

News in Brief
Muhammad Ali asks Iran to free U.S. hikers
LOUISVILLE. Ky. i.AP) — Boxing champ Muhammad Ali is
seeking the release of two American hikers from Iran by lobbying
the country's supreme leader in a way that few American dignitaries can: as a brother in Islam.
Arguably the most prominent U.S. Muslim, Ali made his simple.
behind-the scenes appeal to Ayatollah Ali Khamenei in February
and released his letter to The Associated Press on Wednesday.
All's wife said he would be willing to return to the country, which
he's visited twice before, to work on the hikers' release if his
health allows.
The letter asks Khamenei to release Josh Fattal and Shane Bauer.
who have been held on espionage charges since July 2009, when
they were arrested while hiking in northern Iraq near the Iranian
border.
A third hiker, Sarah Shourd, was released on bail in September.
"He was hoping his letter would bear some weight in trying to
secure the release of these ... two idealistic young people." his
wife. Lonnie Ali, told The Associated Press in a telephone interview from their Arizona home.
The letter was the second one the boxing champ sent to
Khamenei asking for the Americans' release, Lonnie Ali said. The
first was sent last year just before Shourd was released. but it isn't
known whether the letter had any effect. Ali hasn't received
responses to either.
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Hoover continues wort on Medicaid compromise
FRANKFORT, Ky. API--- House Republican Leader Jett
Hoover said Wednesday his meetings with Democratic counterparts haven't yet yielded a compromise to shore up the statc's
Medicaid budget.
Hoover had met privately Wednesday afternoon with Democratis
House Speaker Greg Stumbo to try to craft a proposal that would
balance-the budget of the program that provides medical care to
more than 800.0(X)disabled, elderly and poor Kentuckians. He
said afterward the talks would resume and that he hopes to have a
proposal ready to be voted on by early next week.
"We're still just talking in generalities and possibilities, but no
concrete proposal at all," Hoover told reporters.
Lawmakers have been in a deadlock over two competing
Medicaid plans. House Democrats, at the behest of Democratic
Gov. Steve Beshear. have been pushing a proposal to shift $166.5
million from next year's Medicaid appropriation to be used this
year. Senate Republicans want to cut all government services to
free up money for Medicaid.
Hoover is searching for middle ground between the two that
would be agreeable to Republicans and Democrats in both the
House and Senate to head off cuts to Medicaid providers.
Stumbo said Tuesday that he and Hoover have been looking at
targeted spending cuts to selected government agencies as a possible compromise. One aspect they have already agreed upon is.that
education would be spared any additional cuts.

Senate passes bill to bolster education funding
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP;-- The Senate has passed a bill that
will alloss the state's public schools to receive an additional $133
million in federal funding this year.
The measure passed without any no votes.
Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee Chairman
Robert Leeper of Paducah said the measure involves a simple fund
transfer that shifts $19 million from next year's higher education
appropriation to be used this year. That move, under rules attached
to federal stimulus funding. will allow the state to capture the
additional money for public schools.
A similar measure is pending in the House as part of a bill that
includes a proposal to balance the Medicaid budget,

Victims' families watch, wait at Paducah hearing
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Sabfina Steger waited more than 13
years since her daughter died in a western Kentucky school shooting to see the killer again. Now, after two days of watching courtroom testimony about 27-year-old Michael Carneals mental state.
Steger is tired of hearing doctors "making excuses" for hint
"It's hard." said Steger, whose 15-year-old daughter Kayce was
one of three students killed in the Dec. I, 1997. attack that
shocked the nation. "You don't get over it."
Attorneys for Carneal returned to court to argue that he was
mentally unstable when he pleaded guilty. but mentally ill in 1998
— bidding to clear a legal path to withdraw that plea and take the
case to trial. Steger and more than a half-dozen other survivors
and family members of those killed look on Tuesday on the second day of testimony.
U.S. District Judge Thomas B. Russell is hearing testimony
focused on a single issue: whether Carneal was too nientally ill to
challenge his plea in the years immediately after he went to
prison. Russell has not set a deadline for ruling in the case
If Russell rules in Cameals favor, it would open the door for
Carneal to challenge his guilty plea on the grounds that he was too
incompetent to accept responsibility for the shooting. Should
Russell rule against Carneal. he would he able to appeal the case
to the U.S. Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals.
The hearing marks the first time many of the survis ors and slain
student's family members have seen Carneal since he pleaded
guilty and began serving a life sentence with a chance at parole
starting in 2023 for the attack, in which Steger. 17-year-old Jessica
James and I4-year-old Nicole Hadley were killed. Five others
were wounded in the rampage by Carneal. then 14.
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U.S. authorizes American
evacuations out of Japan
WASHINGTON (API - The
United States has authorized the
first evacuations of Americans
out of Japan, taking a tougher
stand on the deepening nuclear
crisis and warning U.S. citizens
to defer all non-essential travel
to any part of the country as
unpredictable weather and wind
conditions risked spreading
radioactive contamination.
President Barack Obama
placed a telephone call to Prime
Naoto Kan on
Minister
Wednesday to discuss Japan's
efforts to recover Iron] last
week's des astatine earthquake
and tsunami. and the nuclear
crisis at the Hukushima Dai-chi
plant. Obama promised Kan
that the U.S. would oiler 1:01t.

slant support for its close friend
and ally, and "expressed his
extraordinary admiration for the
character and resolve of the
Japanese people," the White
House said.
But a hastily organized teleconference late Wednesday
with oflieials from the State and
Energy Departments underscored the administration's concerns. The travel warning
extends to U.S. citizens already
in the country and urges them to
consider leaving. The authorized departure offers voluntary
esacuation to faintly members
and dependents of It!.S personnel in Tokyo. Yokohama and
Nagoya and affects some 60()
people
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Author C.E. Morgan to
give reading March 24
Special to the Ledger
Author C.E. Morgan will
give a reading at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday. March 24, at Murray
State University's Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery as part of the
MS11 Reading Series.
Morgan is the author of "All
the Living,- a Pen/Hemingway
finalist and winner of the
Weatherford Award. Morgan
was named one of the "5 under
35" by the National Book
Foundation. A graduate of Berea
College and the Harvard
Divinity School. she currently
lives in Kentucky and is at work
on her second novel.
The reading is free and open
to the public. Join the author
afterward for a discussion and
book signing. All are invited to a

'Visual Evidence' opens at ROM Center
Special to the Ledger
Murray Art Guild announces
several upcoming exhibitions
around town.
Currently at the MAG's
Guild Gallery is a joint exhibition by two Bachelors of Fine
Preston
candidates,
Arts
Bradley and Chance Weeks
titled "Tell Tale." The exhibit
includes prints, drawings. paintings and sculptures. Their work,
while stylistically very different.

shares similar themes revolving
around storytelling and the subliminal quality of introspection
in fictional characters. Bradley
draws from his background in
agricultural Tennessee to create
rough narratives that comment
on present-day society. His
illustrations are often dark and
humorous, carrying an omniscient tone that can be easily
over-looked due to his crude
stylistic approach to drawing

C.E. Morgan
post-leading ieLeption at the
Faculty Club. For more information, call 809-2401.

iter-

locratic
would
re to
He
have a

and mark-making. Weeks' characters in his work are often lonely and exist in a voided space.
An ambiguous and haunting
atmosphere exists in his work.
discussing themes of solidanty
and confinement within society.
Beginning March 25. the
guild's 23rd annual juried exhibition, "Visual- Evidence,- will
be on display at the Robert 0.
Miller Conference Center in
downtown Murray. This year's
exhibition will feature 65 works
of art by 47 local and regional
artists from Kentucky and
Shane
Juror
Tennessee.
Gregory, director of the Ice
House Art Center in Mayfield,
chose a variety of 2-D and 3-D
art that encompasses a wide
span of artistic approaches.
From traditional portraits to
abstract photography, this year's
exhibition should inspire everyone to pick up a paint brush or a
camera, just anything and create.
Also on display, Murray Art
Guild's Life Drawing Group.

which
meets weekly on
Thursdays at the guild, will
exhibit recent work at Gallery
109. Jennifer Fairbanks and
invited artists will also participate in the show. Guild artist
Marie Dolchan will have recent
work in painting and drawing at
Fidalgo Bay. Her delicate marks
are pleasing to the eye and an
enjoyment to see. MAC knitter
Jane Trigg will have a display of
her personally designed knitted
socks at Red Bug on Third. Rick
Mjos moved selected paintings
from his MAG exhibition to the
downtown office of Hilliard and
Lyons. All shows, except Mjos
at Hilliard and Lyons. will be
participating in the Murray's
second ever Trolley and Bike
Gallery Hop happening on
March 25 from 6-9 p.m. All
exhibitions are free and open to
the public. Cyclists will meet Jr
Gear Up Cycles and there is no
fee for the trolley. For more
information, visit murrayartguild.org or call 753-4059.
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Photo provided
PURCHASE PLAYERS: Cast members of the musical "Once
Upon a Mattress," opening Friday at the Community
Performing Ails Center in Mayfield, mug for the camera during a recent rehearsal. The show is an aciaptation of The
Princess and the Pea" fairy tale and is being produced by
Mayfield's Purchas -) Players. For information or tickets, e-mail
boxoffice purchaseplayers.com or call (270) 251-9035.

Photo provided
Pictured is an untitled charcoal on paper piece by Anne
Sacora, which will soon be exhibiting with Life Drawing group
at Gallery 109

Arts in the Region
▪ At 7 p.m Saturday, Lake
Barkley State Resort Part in
Cadiz presents comedy dinner
theater with Bill Lepp. nationally
renowned storyteller and fivetime champion of the West
Virginia Liars' Contest. For more
Nick
contact
information,
at
Edmonds
riick.edmonds@ky.gov or call
the lodge al call 1-800-3251708.

Sunday For details and show
times, visit www maidenalleycinema org

• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
this year's Oscar winner for Best
Picture. "The King's Speech."
starring Colin Firth, Geoffrey
Rush and Helena Bonham
Carter Friday, Saturday and

• Mezzo-soprano Tana Field
and pianist Angela Wu will perform a faculty recital at 7:30 p.m
Tuesday in the Fine Arts
Building's Performing Arts Hall

• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
hosts another round of its annual talent search at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday. At 10:30 a.m. each
host
Sunday, they also
Kentucky Lake Cowboy Church.
For tickets to shows, call (270)
527-3869 or 1-889-459-8704.

• An exhibit featuring abstract

painting and Corvette/automobile paintings by Murray State
University art professor Jerry
Speight runs through March 25
at West Kentucky Technical 8.
Community College s Clemens
Fine Arts Center
• The Badgett Playhouse in
Grand Rivers presents "Ring of
Fire: The johnny Cash Musical
Show" on weekends through
May 15. "Pickin' & Grinnin'” will
perform through Aug. 11. For
tickets or more details, visit
www.grandriversvariety.com or
call 1-888-362-4223.
• The Clara M Eagle Art
Gallery hosts the opening of sev-

eral exhibits from 6-9:30 p.m
Friday, March 25, including
-FigureFantasyFury," BFA exhibitions and work by BFA candidate Alyssa Dean. The first two
exhibits will will be in the Main
Gallery and Upper Gallery,
respectively, on the sixth floor of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
and the third will be in the Gums
Gallery on the ground floor of the
Curns Center.

Photo provided
Pictured is "Married Lady," a cut paper collage piece by Eva
King. King's image is included in "Visual Evidence," opening
March 25 at the Robert 0. Miller Conference Center.

To add an event to the arts
calendar. contact Hawkins
753-1916 or
at
Teague
hteagueigmurrayledger.com.
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II Stricken reactor...
From Front
211-kti.fineter 1 ex.:lusion zone
around the plant along the
northeastern coast, while also
urging people within 20 miles
30 kilometers) to stay inside.
The troubles at the nuclear
complex were set in motion 1.1
last week's 9.0-magnitude
tsunami
and
earthquake
power and
knocked out
destroyed backup generators
needed lot the reactors' cooling
systems. That added a nuclear
crisis on top of twin natural disasters that likely killed well
more than 10.(810 people and
left hundreds of thousands
homeless.
Four of the plant's six reactors
have faced serious crises involving fires. explosions, damage to
the structures housing reactor
cores, partial meltdowns or rising temperatures in the pools
used to store spent nuclear fuel.
recently
also
Oil icials
announced that temperatures are
rising in the spent fuel pools of
the last two reactors.
Two Japanese military. CH-47
Chinook helicopters began
dumping seawater on the cornplex's damaged Unit 3 at 9:48
a.m. 10048 GMT. 8:48 p.m.
EDT t. defense ministry spokeswoman Kazumi Toyama said.
The choppers dumped at least
tour loads on the reactor in just
the first 10 minutes, though television footage shqwed much of
It appearing to disperse in the
wind.
Chopper crews flew missions
of about 40 minutes each to
limit their radiation exposure.
passing over the reactor with
loads of about 7.5(83 liters
(about 2.188.1 gallons) of water.
The dousing is aimed at cooling the Unit 3 reactor, as well as
replenishing water in that unit's
cooling pool. where used fuel
rods are stored. Toyama said.
The plant's owner. Tokyo
Electric Power Co.. said earlier
that pool was nearly empty.
which would cause the rods to
overheat and emit even more
•
radiation.
Defense Minister Toshilumi
Kitazawa told reporters that
emergency workers • had no
choice hut to try the water

dumps before it was too late.
Along with the helicopter
water drops, military vehicles
designed to extinguish fires at
plane crashes were also being
used to spray the crippled Unit
3, said Mitsuru Yamazaki. a military spokesman. The high-pressure sprayers were to allow
emergency workers to get water
into the damaged unit while
staying safely back from areas
deemed to have too much radiation.
But special police units trying
to use water cannons-normally used to quell rioters- failed
in their attempt to cool the unit
when the water failed to reach
its target from safe distances.
said Yasuhiro Hashimoto. a
spokesman for the Nuclear And
Industrial Safety Agency.
U.S. officials, meanwhile, said
Unit 4 also was seriously at risk.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Chairman Gregory
Jaczko said at a congressional
hearing in Washington that all
the water was gone from that
unit's spent fuel pool. Jaczko
said anyone who gets close to
the plant could face potentially
lethal doses of radiation.
"We believe radiation levels
are extremely high.- he said.
Tokyo Electric executives said
Thursday that they believed the
rods in that pool were covered
with water, but an official with
Japan's nuclear safety agency
later expressed skepticism about
that and moved closer to the
U.S. position.
"Considering the amount of
radiation released in the area.
the fuel rods are more likely to
be exposed than to be covered."
Yuichi Sato said.
Emergency workers were
forced to temporarily retreat
from the plant Wednesday when
radiation levels soared, losing
precious time. While the levels
later dropped, they were still too
high to let workers get close.
The storage pools need a constant source of cooling water.
Even when removed from reactors, uranium rods are still
extremely hot and must be
cooled for months. possibly
longer, to prevent them brim
heating tip again and emitting
radioactivity.

Codell Williams
9-4. i/1 7slutta. died Wednesday. March 16. 2011.
Codell
at her home. Arrangements are incomplete at this time at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.

by
Matthew
Barnes

Born Oct. 2, 1932 in Mayfield. to the late John W. and Alm.
Walker Ray, Sr.. he was retired Superintendent of Dawson Springs
Independent School District (1974-9)): Director of Pupil Personnel
for Ballard County Schools (1968-73): taught Science and Biology
at Heath High School (64-68); Chemist at Carbide (1956-63i. He
Jacqueline Bell Cooper
was also a member of the Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
March
Wednesday.
Jacqueline Bell Cooper, -it), of Murray. died
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by his first
16, 2011. at 9:44 a.m, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Fay Perkins Ray: son. Bradley Perkins Ray: grandchildren.
wife,
Arrangements are Incomplete at this time at the J.H. Churchill
Sherida Frances Ray and Susan Amey Ray; great-grandson.
Funeral Home.
Cameron Fate Jones; sister, Maida Nell Rowland: and brother.
Sonny Ray.
Dr. James Clifford 'LC.' McKinney Jr. Ill
He is survived by his wife. Mahle Ray of Murray: daughter. Vicki
of
Dr. 1.1111C,Clifford J C NIL Kinnev it. III. 87,
of Kevil: sons. Kelley Ray of Kevil. and Michael Ray of
Hayden
Elkton, died Tuesday... March IS. 2011, at 3:24 p.m.
grandchildren, Jessica Jones Paine of Murray. Richard W.
Murray:
at Jennie Stuart Medical Center of natural causes.
Berkley. Jon Todd Ray of Paducah, Michael (Chip) Ray. Jr.
of
Jones
James
late
Born in Clifty on Nov. 16. 1923, to the
Ray. both of Murray. Jennifer Hayden of Bardwell. and
Kaleigh
and
Clifford McKinney. Jr. II, and Estle Moore Nick Hayden of Paducah: sister. Shirley Smith of Mayfield: brother.
McKinney. he was a dentist for 52 years , a member of Petne Richard Ray of Mayfield: and eight great-grandchildren.
Memorial United Methodist Church and a U.S. Army veteran of
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Dawson Springs
World War II. He was a graduate of the University of Louisville Education Foundation, Board of Education. 118 East Arcadia
School of Dentistry. He had served as Chairman of the Greens Avenue, Dawson Springs. KY 42408: or Sinking Spring Baptist
Committee for the Elk Fork Country Club and was a past member Chuich. 4185 %swell Road, Murray. KY 42071.
of Elkton Rotary Club. He was also a member of American Legion
Online condolences may be made at www.thejlichurchillfuneraland American Dental Association.
home.com. Arrangements were handled by the J.H. Churchill
2010;
in
McKinney
W.
Preceding in death were his wife. Kathy
Funeral Home.
and his son. Dr. Truman Dale Whitfield in 1994.
of
Whitfield
Donna
daughter-in-law.
his
by
He is survived
Henry J. Nieschlag
Murray; two granddaughters, Betsy Whitfield of Murray. and Krisy
Henry J. Nieschlag. 90, of Metamora. III.. passed
of
Whitfield of Atlanta. Ga.: and one niece. Sandy Truesdell
away at 7:20 p.m. Tuesday. March IS. 2011. at
Michigan.
Snyder Village in Metantora. He was born July 31.
Funeral services will be held Saturday. March 19. 2011, at 11 a.m.
1920 in Chicago. Ili. to Henry F. and Frances B.
and
at Latham Funeral Home in Elkton with the Rev. Lloyd Tucker
Engel) Nieschlag. He married Peggy S. Anderson
Dr. Ted Beam officiating. Burial will follow in Wiley's Chapel
July I. 1956 in Metamora. She survives.
Cemetery in Logan County.
Surviving is one son Russell (Eyong) Nieschlag
Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Friday. March Iii. 2011. at Latham
of Grapevine. Texas: and one daughter. Anita
Funeral Home.
(Brian) O'Neill of Germantown Hills. Also stirs tyExpressions of sympathy may be made to Petrie Memorial United
ing are grandchildren. Taylor and Keenan O'Neill
Methodist Church, P.O. Box 160 Elkton. KY 42220.
and Melissa and Alex Nieschlag. He was preceded
Arrangements are handled by Latham Funeral Home in Ekton.
in death by his parents.
Henry was retired from Northern Regional
Darlene Brewer
Research Laboratory where he worked as a
Burlene Brewer, 80. of Murray. died Tuesday.
Research Chemist. He started playing the organ for
%larch IS. 2011, at Spring Creek Health Care.
church in Chicago at the age of 17. When he
his
Nieschlag
Born Aug. 29. 1930 in Knight. she was a homedrafted into the Army during WWII. he
was
maker and a member of the Glendale Road Church became the Chaplain's Assistant and played the field organ for milif Christ.
itary church services. Henry was passionate about his music and
In addition to her parents, Roy Knight and Pearl served faithfully for 4)years as the organist at the Christian Union
Knight Johnson. she was preceded in death by her
Church in Metamora. During those years. he played for thousands of
sisters. Izetta Pate and Katherine Wright: and
services, weddings and funerals. For several years he donatchurch
brothers. Roy Knight Jr. and U.I... Knight.
for church services back to the church which was
payment
his
ed
She is survived by her husband. Delmar Brewer
to purchase a new organ for the church when
helping
in
instrumental
ot Murray; two daughters, Jeanie Morgan and husBrewer
rebuilt.
was
it
of
Murray:
band. Mike, and Tressa Ross, both
Visitation will be from Friday. March 18. 2011 from 5-7 p.m. at
brother. Van Johnson and wife, Gayle of New Port Richey, Fla.; and the Mason Funeral Home Metamora Chapel. Cremation rites will
two grandchildren. Shelby Morgan and Rachel Ross. both of then he accorded with a memorial service at Metamora Christian
Murray.
Union Church at a later date. In lieu of flowers memorials ma), he
Funeral service will be held Sunday. March 20, 2011. at 3 p.m. at made to Christian Union Church and Snyder Village. Online condothe J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. lences at www.masonfuneralhomes.com.
Entombment will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
This is a paid obituarr.
Visitation will be held Saturday. March 19, from 5-9 p.m. at the
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funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may go to the Glendale Road Church ot
Christ, 1101 Glendale Road, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

New levee helping prevent flooding at Smithland
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SMITHLAND. Ky. (API - Transportation Cabinet said the
A levee built six years ago in levee was built in 2005 to prowestern Kentucky is getting its tect the lower pan of Smithland
first test in the current flood.
and eliminate the need to sandThe earthen levee is holding
bag each time the Cumberland
at Smithland, reports The
Ohio rivers rose. A pump
and
Paducah Sun.
Judgerainwater out of the dispulls
County
Livingston
Executive Chris Lasher says trict and into the streams.
without the levee, the water
There are five drainage
would be about six inches deep valves along the levee and, so
over a section of U.S. 60 and
far, three have been closed
would threaten local businesses.
Kentucky because of the rising rivers.
The
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Cecilia Johnson
Cecilia W. Johnson, 76, of Murray. died Sunday.
March 13. 2011, at her residence.
Born April I. 1934 in Venice. 111.. Mrs. Johnson
was a retired homemaker.
• She is preceded in death by her husband. Willie
C. Johnson; her parents. Edward Otto and Iva Mae
Donger Parker; arid two brothers. David and
William Parker.
Mrs. Johnson is survived by two daughters.
Gloria Ray (Clark) of Murray. and Judy Searle
Johnson
(Alan) of Sunnyvale. Calif.; a son. Willie C.
Johnson. Jr. of Murray; a brother, Harold Parker
(Grace) of Pontoon Beach. III.; a sister, Edith Rodeck of Granite
City. III.; two grandchildren, Tiffany Lawrence and husband. Shaun
and a loving pet. Missy.
of Woodriver.
Services are scheduled for 11 a.m. on Saturday. March 19. 2011.
at Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Interment will follow. at Puryear
Cemetery.
The family will receive visitors from 5-8 p.m. on Friday.. March
18. 2011. at the funeral home.
Condolences may be left at www.irriesmillercom. Arrangements
are handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
This iv a paid obituary.
(The number of time% published or the length ofone or more of the
pre( eding obituaries eta eed1 the minimum vet hs the Ledger and
Times polity. .4 fee has been paid fur additional ('ublishim: or
space.)
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Samuel "Sam- Harris. 80. of Murray. died %Vednesday. March 16.
2011, at his home. Arrangements are incomplete at this time at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
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Funeral vcrx. ices for John W. Ray, 78, of Murray, were held today.
Thursday. March 17, 2011. at 11 a.m. at Sinking Spring Bapti,i
Church with the Rev. Kerry Lambert and Carl Butler officiating.
Burial followed in the Bethel Cumberland Presbyterian Cemetery in
Kevil.
Friday, March 11. 2011. at the Murray-Calloway County
H Ray

Samuel Harris
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4 N.Y. Times journalists
reported missing in Libya
NEW YORK (AP) - The
New York Times says it's holding out hope that four of its
journalists who went missing
while covering the Libyan conflict are alive and in the custody
of the Libyan government.
The four were last in contact
with editors on Tuesday from
the northern port city of
Ajdabiya where they. were covering the retreat of rebels.
"We are grateful to the Libyan
government for their assurance
that if our journalists were captured they would be released
promptly and unharmed.- executive editor Bill Keller said in a
statement on Wednesday.
He said there were unconfirmed reports that the journalists had been detained at a government checkpoint between
Ajdabiya and Benghazi. a rebel

stronghold. If so, Keller said,
they would eventually he taken
to Tripoli.
"Beyond that, we're still pretty much in the dark.- he added.
The missing journalists are
Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter
Anthony. Shadid. the newspaper's Beirut bureau chief:
Stephen Farrell. a reporter and
videographer: and photographers Tyler Hicks and Lynsey
Addario. In 2009. Farrell was
kidnapped by the Taliban and
later rescued by British commandos.
"Their families and their colleagues at The Times are anxiously seeking information
about their situation, and praying that they are safe," Keller
said
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'Make a Difference Day'
to be Saturday

Todd represents Murray Middle School in Frankfort
Special to the Ledger
Rachel Todd of Murray
Middle School joined students
from around the state on Feb. 15
in Frankfort to learn, assist and
experience what happens when
the legislators come together.
Todd attended as a page after
she was selected by the Family.
Resource and Youth Services
Coalition of Kentucky. She
wrote an essay and submitted
artwork that was judged using a
scoring rubric. Students selected
were able to see how government works first-hand by serving as a page on the house or
senate floor with their senator or
representative. Todd was one of
138 students from across the
state to take part in this year's
Photo provided FRYSC page program.
Pictured are Rachel Todd and Rep. Melvin Henley on the
This year the FRY SCKy
Chamber floor.
Coalition sponsored five days

'Fite Murray and Calloway County community will host their 811th "Make A Difference
Day- on Saturday, March 19, at the Murray
State University Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Paper and cardboard of all types. to benefit
both resource centers, will be collected. The
Lion's Club will collect eyeglasses, while the
WATCH ('enter will collect aluminum cans.
Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA!
Datebook will collect cell phones. Big Brothers/Big
Sister will hav/e a bin for ink jet cartridges
Sane, Teague
Community
and it. Kevil will collect clothes. The police
editor
and sheriff's department will again combine
efforts to take in prescription drugs. Plastics,
tin cans and glass will also be gathered, as well as bins provided
for used motor oil. Battery collection of A. B. C. D will be available as well as car battery collection from Key Recycling. The
Super Shredder will he there to shred personal documents or
other paper items. Books will once again he gathered for recycling to benefit Community Education.
For more information, call Murray Family Resource Youth
Service Center at 759-9592 or Calloway County Family
Resource Center at 762-7333.

Knit-wits will meet Friday
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday. March 18, at I p.m.
in the Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library.
Knitters of all levels are welcome. For more information. call Dot at
7534803.

Special to the Ledger
1 he Humane Society of
Calloway County will hold a
Dog Adoption Day and Pet 1.D.
Clinic at Orsdieln's Farm and
Home from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on
Saturday. Match 19.
Foster dogs in the Humane
Adoption
Dog
Society's
Program will be on-site to meetand-greet potential adopters
looking for immanent homes.
The Humane Society's foster
program has several different
types of dogs available for adoption. according to Kathy Hodge,
executive director of the
Humane Society of Calloway
County.
"The focus of the adoption
program is to make the best possible match between the foster
dogs and cats and people who
want to give them a forever
home.- she said.
To sec the Humane Society's
adoptable dogs and cats, visit
the Humane Society's web site
at www.fonhepet- org. (lick on
the "Available for Adoptionlink to see the Humane Society's
pet list of dogs as well as information on the Society's list of
cats ready for a home of their

Reformers' Unanimous. a faith based addictions program. will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

Alpha Department will meet
The Alpha Department will ifleet Saturday. March 19. at 9:30 a.m.
For "Activities for Mature Adults.- Hostesses are Lisa Kim and
Cindy Graves.

Red Cross offers training Saturday

The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
hold a CPR/First Aid/AED for the Lay Responder course Saturday.
March 26. from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Fee required. For more Information.
contact the Red Cross Office at JwilsonOcallowaytoredcross.org:
or 753-1421.

Red Cross hosts 'Save-a-Life Saturday'

The Calloway County chapter of the American Red Cross will
host "Gabrielle,,Giffords Honorary Save-a-Life Saturday- on March
19. The local American Red Cross is one of the more than 100 locations across the nation, the Red Cross will provide free instruction
that includes hands-only CPR, controlling external bleeding and
managing shock. These are vital skills that may help save lives during major emergencies. These classes will last 45 minutes to one
hour. allowing a large number of peopie to be trained during the day.
Choose one free 45 minute session: 10 a.m.. 11 a.m., 2 p.m.. 3 p.m.
Snacks will he served between sessions. Register by contacting the
Red Cross at 753-1421 or Jwilson(iacallowaycoredcross.org.

YMCA to host Fun Run,5K, 10K
The !Mayfield Graves County YMCA will host a one-mile Fun
Run/Walk and 5K.!OK run Saturday. March 19. at the YMCA, 1545
Cuba Road. Mayfield. Proceeds will provide scholarships so children in the community will have the opportunity to learn how to
swim and to learn the basics of water safety. Registration fee
required. To register, or for more information. call Jody Elder at
(270) 705-9326 or the Mayfield Graves County YMCA at (270)
151-9622.

Four Rivers Music Friends to meet

The Four Rivers Music Friends will meet this Sunday in the
Calloway County Public Library Annex. Anyone interested in learning to play or enjoys listening to music is invited to attend. For more
information. call Vel Burkeen at 753-6979.

Adult Spelling Bee to be held

The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club is sponsoring the Second Annual Adult Team Spelling Bee on Monday. March
21, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House. Businesses,
organizations and individuals are encouraged to form three-member
teams for this fun event, learns are allowed to collatxtrate on the
spelling of each word. The public is invited to conic cheer on their
favorite team. For information about registering a team, contact
Genie May at (270) 227-7998. Tickets to attend the event will be
sold at the door for $1 per person. Proceeds will go to The Adult
Learning Center and to the Alpha Department. There will be a silent
auction that will include baked goods. Refreshments will be available.
The Relay for Life Committee is seeking canned goods to be
donated to Need Lille to benefit residents throughout the community. All items will be placed in luminary bags set around the track for
Relay this year. Items will be collected until April II. To donate. email rf14207l@'gmail.com or call 226-3545 for details.

Yob

cities and suburbs, farms and
coal fields - covering every corner of the Commonwealth.
Since its inception in 1987, the
program has seen inure than
4.200 students from 120 coun
ties. The three week program,
taking place this year June 19 to
Transylvania
at
9
July
University, provides intensive
and
training
college-level
Auditions and interviews will instruction in nine arts discitake place in the Price Doyle plines: architecture, creative
Fine Arts Center on MSU's writing, dance, drama, musical
campus on Friday. March 18, theatre, instrumental music.
from 5:30-9 p.m., and on vocal music, visual art and new
Saturday. March 19, from 9 a.m. medit.
to 5 p.m.
Center
Kentucky
The
Governor's School for the Arts
reaches many culturally and
socially underserved young people. and oathers students from
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kept on file in the event the ani- identified by a
The mission of the Humane
mal is lost or separated from its
owner. The Humane Society. Society of Calloway County is
asks that dogs be brought on to extend humane education,
leashes and cats in carriers, teach kindness and concern tor
animals and humans alike to
according to Hodge.
relieve suffering and prevent
strongSociety
Humane
"The
ly recommends both an identifi- cruelty to animals: to increase
cation tag as well as the awareness of pet overpopulation
Hodge. and work to reduce it, and to
said
microchip,"Statistics indicate that the over- enrich our community through
whelming majority of animals the promotion of quality of life
that enter shelters have no form for animals and people.
For questions regarding aniof identification and make it
almost impossible to reunite the mals in the community. contact
of
Society
Humane
animal to its owners unless the the
owner thinks to check at the Calloway County at 12701 759shelter to find the lost pet. Other 1884 or humanesociety@muranimals in the animal shelter ray-ky.net. Residents can also
may lose their lives to make visit the Humane Society office
room for the lost pet when the at 607 Poplar Street Suite A-1,
owner cannot be immediately Murray.

Special to the Ledger
Murray State Ciu‘ersity will
be hosting prospective student
auditions and inters iews for the
Center
Kentucky
2011
Governor's School for the Arts
program in architecture, creative
writing. dance. drama, instrumental music, musical theatre,
new media. v isual art and vocal

Angels Attic
seeks items

To place an
ad call
753-1916 ©

own. Mai: ,•t these will he at
the adoption event. "Many puppies are already posted on the
website and several will be
added this week,- according to
Hodge.
For those who already have
pets. the Humane Society will
microchip pets. This is an
opportunity tot pet owners to
provide a permanent way of
identifying their dog or cat by
implanting a grain-of-rice-sized
microchip under the dog's skin.
The cost of microchipping is
510. The fee includes a tag with
the microchip I.D. number on it
to be attached to the collar and
registration.
If microchipped pets are separated.from their owner, they can
be identified by being scanned
at a shelter, humane society or
most veterinarians' offices. The
pet's unique microchip number
appears in the scanner. an 800
number is called to retrieve the
owner's information and reconnect the pet with their owner.
Custom identification tags
will also be made for $3 each.
Digital photographs will also be
taken of each animal for the
Humane Society's free Lost Pet
Photo Registry. The photo is

Governor's School for
the Arts auditions slated

New Beginnings meeting Saturday

The New Beginnings Support Group will meet Saturday at 6:30
p.m. at Westside Baptist Church for a potluck meal and the movie
Secretariat. Childcare is provided. The public is invited. For more
information. call Ron or Linda Wright at 753-0156.

The Angels Attic Thrift Shop.
972 Chestnut Street. is in need
of items as they continue to provide funding for Angels
Healthcare Clinic (or those who
have no medical insurance in
Murray and Calloway County.
Specifically, they are in need of
11101's, women's and children's
clothing. furniture. appliances.
house hold items and toys.
Items can be received Monday
through Saturday. 8 a.m. to 5
p.m, or call for pickup at 762-

during the legislative session in
Frankfort.
Representative Melvin Henley
gave a brief introduction to welcome Rachel and her father.
Richard Todd. to Frankfort.
The FRYSCKy Coalition is a
nonprofit organization that
come together to provide legislative advocacy, training and
support for the FRYSC coordinators and their staff in
Having students
Kentucky.
observe lawmakers in Frankton
shows students one way that
they. too, can make a difference
in the public arena. They can be
an advocate for the Family
Services
Youth
Resource
Centers, no matter their age, and
for what they feel is important.
This is the 5th year that the
FRYSCKy Coalition has sponsored the Legislative Page Days
in Frankfort.

y
Humane Society dog adoption and pet I.D. clinic slated Saturda
microchip"

Reformers' Unanimous to meet

Relay for Life seeks canned items

e-mail: communitynewstrmurrayledger.com

731-40

600

823 E. Wood St. / Paris, TN
Owner Tommy Muench

If,

i ri.ilay 9-1

Saturday 9-2

Located on Morris Road, Puryear, IN; off of 641 S., follow the signs.
731-247-3959
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PREP GIRLS BASKETBALL

House comes full circle,
signs to play college ball at Brescia
tinue her basketball-playing
days in college at Brescia
University in Owensboro.
Hers is one of the more
remarkable stories in high
school spoils. Until moving to
Murray. her exposure to basketball, an afterthought in Great
Bntam. had been more minimal
than most any kid growing up in
the United States.
In addition to learning to play
the game. she had to learn

LLARD

By TOMMY

Sports Editor
When Sian House started
playing basketball as a sophomore at Murray who had just
moved from England. she didn't
know if she would last even a
year in the sport.
Now, after three seasons.
House has become a dominant
post threat in the First Region
and. on Wednesday. signed a
National Letter of Intent to con-

everything about the game. from
the purpose of free throws to
why men in black-and-whitestriped suits were on the floor.
But House had a natural gift
--- height. And with careful
prodding from coaches, she
finally, became a basketball
player.
"The fact that I'm signing
and playing in college is definitely a big shock,- she said
after Wednesday's ceremony
held in the MHS library. "I
would have never believed at
the beginning that I would he
doing this

77

— Sian House
MHS senior on signing
with Brescia University

SHERRY PURDOM

to play
Murray senior Sian House (front row, center)signs
during a ceremoUniversity
Brescia
at
basketball
college
House is
ny in the MHS library Wednesday afternoon.
Speed,
joined by (back row, from left) principal Teresa
High head
Brescia head coach John Swickrath, Murray
(front row)
coach Rechelle Turner. sister Kayleigh House.
mother Catherine House and father Steve House.

Fresh vs. seasoned

EAGLES MA\ HAVE
MOST TALENTED
PLAYER IN FARIED
DENVER AP) — They know a little
something about hoops history in the
Bluegrass State, and Kenneth Faned has a
small slice of his own.
Faried plays for tiny Morehead State.
located in the northeast corner of
Kentucky. and has become the most prolific rebounder in the modem era of college
bast.ethall.

;

.out

Murray independent Scnoors

NCAA TOURNAMENT

Morehead
looking to
upset in-state
big brother

Racers
Grover F
Classi
Carricc
medall

From MSU Athl
the Murray State
team took home the(
Classic championshi
with
win
.1 a
Cou
in
Tent

di

The fact that
I'm signing and playing in college is definitely a shock. I would
have never believed at
the beginning that I
would be doing
this.

•See HOUSE. 7A
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MURRAY STANDOUT LEARNED GAME
FROM SCRATCH AFTER MOVING FROM
EN(;UAND AS A SOPHOMORE

Ledger &

He'll try to grab a few more Thursday
when the 13th-seeded Eagles play none
other than No. 4 Louisville in the
Southwest region of the NCAA toemament. an all-Kentucky matchup being
played about 1.200 miles from home.
Even though he's going against a roster

ove
Carrico

roui
posted scores of
289=862 and easily
Morehead State at 88
Leading the wa
Racers was Canner,
who won the medalisi
scores of 70-71-69.2
was 6-under par for 5
earned a 2-shot win
Tyler C'assetty of Ten
and Jared Flannery ol
MSU's Hunter I
third in the field of 1
tors with scores
75=218. while Hi
placed sixth with se
72-76=219. Dustin
Mars fourth player
the top-10 with a sp
place with scores
74=220. Patrick Ne
lied to a 14th place
scores or 77-74-71=2
TTU placed fount
of 15 teams with a s,
while Southern Illi
Arkansas State (9(X)
State 1901), Union
UT Martin (9(12) an
rounded out the topMSLI had three
also compete in the t
Tyler Brown fire
74-73-75=222 good
14411. while William
'42nd with scores
83=229. Grant Pnct
place showing after r
77-79=233.
:,,,,MSU's next ehal
' spring Break Inv
Delray Beach. Fla,
Gleneagles CC.

•See MOREHEAD,7A

KU Tournament

Popt

(13) Morehead State vs.
(4) Louisville
When: 12 40 p m ioda
Where: Peps. CenteT tDenver Colo )
TV: TBS
Louisville-Morehead stifle Mstchup
MSU
UL
24-9
25-9
Record
Avg P1s
75 4
69 8
61 7
646
Opp
s
Avg Pis
459
FG Pct
452
416
Opp FG Pct
395

AP photo
Eloy Vargas take turns shooting
Kentucky guard Darius Miller, left, and forward
Princeton today.
plays
tournament game in Tampa, Fla. Kentucky

during practice Wednesday for their East

Regional NCAA

to
WI
Be

I()met b

CLASSMEN
KENTUCKY FRESHMEN TAKE ON PRINCETON UPPER
power thing-down system that Princeton has

ED ANDRIESKI
Morehead

State

center

AP

Kenneth

Faried, front, takes a breather with
teammates during practice at the
Pepsi

Center

in

Denver

on

Wednesday for their NCAA second
tournament

garhe

against

Louisville today

Kentucky.
FAMPA. Fla. (AP)
coach John Calipari summed up his
team, maybe even his program. in one
sentence Wednesday.
"You can't count on Ireshmen.- he
said.
Princeton can only hope that's the
case in the NCAA tournament.
The No. I3-seeded Tigers (25-61
play the fourth-seeded Wildcats (25-8i
in the 10nm:uncut's second round
Thursday. It's a matchup that features
Pt inceton's seasoned upperclassmen
and Kentucky's talented freshmen expenence against youth. veterans versus nx4des
"It's our moment against Kentucky
and we're not going to spoil it."
Pnnceton coach Sydney Johnson said.
"I can't tell you if we're going to be perfect out there ... but we're not going to

pitted them against perennial
used to baffle and frustrate opponents
Kentucky.
Under ((inner coach Pete Card, over the years. The Tigers are more athvs.
(13) Princeton
Pnriceton was famous for scanng, and letic --- led by forwards Kareem
(4) Kentucky
even upsetting. some of college basket- Maddox and Ian Hummer, and guards
When: 1 45 p m today
ball's top programs. The most Me1110- Dan Mavraides and Douglas Davis —
Where: St Pete Tomes Foourn (Tampa Fla
rabic was a one-point loss to top-seeded and more willing to run up and down
TV: CBS
Radio: WCEIL 99 1 FM
Georgetown in 1989. There also were and take shots early in the possession.
Kentucky-Princeton Matchup
"It's Princeton on steroids:" Calipari
close games against Arkansas 119901
PU
UK
said.
25-6
and Villlmova (1991i.
25-8
Record
69 6
766
The Tigers are averaging nearly 70
Avg Pis
In Carril's final year. 19%.the Tigers
63 2
64 2
Opp Avg Pts
knocked off defending national champi- pinnts a game. about 20 more than the
465
462
FG Pei
program did when it established its
421
391
on UCLA in the opening round.
Opp CO Pct
"Princeton can beat us. They can identity two decades ago.
waste this (immunity. I won't allow heat just about anybody,- Calipari said.
"Coach believed we had the talent to
•
them to do that
Princeton's advantage night be the run a little hit and get on the open floor.
Princeton canted the Ivy League's vaunted system incorporaied by Carril and that's something that has helped us
automatic berth by edging Hanard on a and tweaked by his successors, an up to this point this season." said
buzzer-heater in a playoff game The offense that's tough to prepare for on Mavraides, one of six upperclassmen
Tigers return to the NCAA tournament short notice.
who helped Princeton advance to the
after a six-year absence and. somewhat
But this isn't the typical. slow-every- semifinals of the CBI m 20Io.
fittingly. the NCAA selection committee

NCAA Tournament

%SI

\ KDI

NND. Fla

(AI')

Carpenter was given a vote
ot confidence in his retum to the
mound from :1 harmaring injury
lie was named the St. Louis
opening-day starter
(
In his first outing strive March
v,lien he inured his left ham-

string. Carpenter gave up three
runs and six hits in four innings in
a 9-4 v ictory over the Detroit
Tigers on Wednesday
"1 feel tine nght now and III
he

wadi,

tho% iS

tor

opening

ila

said "All I need lo d,o
get in) Pik h couni up and

•Iipctitei

not hurt anything. It felt better as
I went along."
Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa was impressed with
Catpenter. vs hi, even made
k [MAC, II,
out

142C1,

I UMW,

-- 11,c hugest lists skew the

Inflat
Mus

\I I

Carpenter returns to mound for St. Louis in 9-4 win over Detroit
(

/Sat'

ones he made in the field.- La
Russa said "He'll be ready for
opening day."
Carpenter. who went 16-9
with a .322 ERA. is likely getting
the stall because 20-game winner
.Adam Wamwnght is out for the
season anti having reconstruc-

live surgery. on his right elbow
Feb. 28. Wainwnght was at the
Cardinals camp in Jupiter. Fla . to
begin his rehabilitation.
The Tigers got to Carpenter
for two early runs. but Carpenter
said he never felt frustrated. He
got out of the lam and only

allowed three hits the rest ot the
way before being pulled after giving up a driuble to(pen the fifth.
"I am as dose to opening day
as I can be." Carpenter said. "I
oak] have gone tanher. bum it's
early and I just need to throw'
more

Di
Take H
tray,
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Racers win
Grover Page
Classic,
Carrico is
medalist

:nools

play
mo;e is
peed,
head
row)
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.. Murray. KY .753-3415
Van Haverstock

State Auto
insurance

SCOREBOARD

From MU Athletics
The Murray State men's pill
team took home the Grover Page
Classic championship Tuesday
with a 22-shot
win at the
Jackson
Country Club
Jackson.
in
Tenn.
MSU played
outstanding
three
over
Carrico
and
rounds
posted scores of 286-287289=862 and easily win over
Morehead State at 884.
Leading the way for the
Racers was Cameron Carrico
who won the medalist honor with
scores of 70-71-69=210. Carrico
was 6-under par for 54 holes and
earned a 2-shot win over both
Tyler Cassetty of Tennessee Tech
and Jared Flannery of Morehead.
MSLIs Hunter Ford placed
third in the field of 85 competitors with scores of 74-7075=218. while Hunter York
placed sixth with scores of 7172-76=219. Dustin Gosser was
Mars fourth player to finish in
the top-10 with a spot in eighth
place with scores of 72-7474=220. Patrick Newcomb rallied to a 14th place finish with
scores of 77-74-71=222.
TTU placed fourth in the field
of 15 teams with a score of 885.
while Southern Illinois (888).
Arkansas State (91X0. Tennessee
State (901), Union (901). host
UT Martin (902) and Lipscomb
rounded out the top-10.
MSU had three individuals
also compete in the event.
Tyler Brown fired rounds of
74-73-75=222 good for a spot in
144h, while William Hum placed
42nd with scores of 73-7383=229. Grant Price had a 56th
place showing after rounds of 7777-79=233.
next challerig'e is the
Spring Break Invitattontil inDelray Beach. Ha. March 25 at
Gleneagles CC.

Prep Boys Basketball
Sweet Sixteen First Round
Wednesday
Chnstian Co 8.0 Sbeity, Jakey
Lou Eastern 54 Warren Central Si
George Rogers Clad. 56 Oldham Co
39
Lexington Catholic 69 Dose Heights 60
Today
Rowan Co vs Bayless Co 11 a in
Wayne Co vs Perry Co Central 12 30

NC AA Tournament
Today
(13) Morehead Si vs (4) LoeseSe
12 40 p m (TBS)
(13) P•ncelon vs (4) Kentucky 1 s,
p m ICBSI
Collegelnsrder com Tournament
Wednesday
Western Michigan -4 r,,,,essee Test,
66

m
Buliat East vs Bardstown 5 30 p m
Marshall Co vs Bell Co 7 p m
photo Drooled

4 in the
The Murray High School archery team competed at Trigg County on March
the
shooters,
school
middle
and
school
high
of
d
Region 1 Tournament. Compose
the state chamteam took third place in the high school division, winning a bid to
will shoot it
pionship in Louisville on March 29. Sixty-four other school districts
scored her
out in Louisville for a spot at nationals on June 10. Laurie Snellen
division.
girls
school
middle
the
in
place
fifth
for
272
a
career highest, shooting
Cami Hoots,
Pictured, front row, from left: Chaley Roberts, Laurie Snellen.
Mckinney.
Brandon Tish, Dylan Alexander. Torni Cobb. Becca Hoots. Ashtin
McGrew. Willie
Second row: Coach Ashley Rose, Hunter Heathcott, Tiffany
Third row: Head
Richardson, Holly Heathcott, Jared Benningfield, Garrett Holland.
Ross.
coach Randy Louis. coach Tripp Cane, Nikita Birbasv. Not pictured: Preston
Kenzley
Sparks,
Jantzen
Snellen,
Drew
Drew,
Page
Speed,
Tommy
Jayden Speed,
Sparks, Shannan McClellan. Talon Cole, and Shelby Louis.

•Morehead
N.J.. when he was a scrawny 6From Page 6A
foot-7 and weighed 182 pounds.
recruited by Rick Pitino, against a
"But he played extremely
team that finished third in the Big
Morehead State coach
hard,"
East. Faned might Just be the
Donnie Tyndall said. "He would
most-talented player on the floor
get tired quickly, but boy, when
-- the man who averages 17.6
he was fresh, he had a great
is
and
rebounds
14.5
and
points
motor. He wasn't very skilled. To
NBA
regarded as a first-round
be perfectly honest, we thought
draft pick.
he was a guy who maybe could
None of which, of course,
start as a sophomore and be an
anyto
obvious
been
have
would
all-conference type guy his last
one recruiting him out of Newark,
couple years."

•House
recalls Swickrath, whose Lady
From Page 6A
John Bearcats have won 10 conferwould
Neither
ence championships since 1995
Swickrath.
The Brescia women's basket- and been in six NAIA final fours
ball head coach first saw House in that same time frame.
"I thought it she's only been
on a scouting trip to watch
work
another First Region player. playing three years. I can
whose squad happened to be with this girl."
House and Brescia may
facing Murray. He immediately
in heavnoticed her height. but says he indeed be a match made
first
didn't believe House was good en, considering Swickrath
and foremost coaches post playenough for the college level.
his
When the Lady Tigers went ers and believes that, with
"really
a
have
can
she
tutelage,
sumpast
this
to camp at Bre.scia
mer. Swickrath got a closer look good" college career.
House had also received
at House. who had gotten better
ia, a
after playing an integral role in interest from Transylvan
does
which
school
III
Division
chamregion
Murray's 2009-10
not offer athletic scholarships.
pionship run.
And when he finally learned as well as Shawnee Community
it had been just two years since College in Illinois.
She says she also considered
the 6-foot-3 player first stepped
on a basketball'.court, he was foregoing playing basketball .in
college in order to -*tend
sold.
'This - girt has a very high' Western Kentucky University
but in
upside. and we said immediately and study meteorology,
was
we were going to recruit her," the end, the pull of the sport

too strong.
After her move to America.
House found friendship and
acceptance through basketball, a
game that has had a tremendous
impact on her personally. She
wasn't ready to give that up.
"It helped me meet people,
helped me fit in.- she said. -I
decided that putting three years
into something and not being
part of it at the next level
shouldn't happen."
House and her coaches see
her as primarily a defensive
threat with an offensive game
that still has plenty of room for
development. Her greatest
attribute is her imposing presence in the post and shot-blocking capabilities.
Swickrath agrees with this
assessment; bat says he also
believes she is on her way to
becoming a threat offensively-at
the college level. She averaged
7.9 points, 7.7 rebounds and 4.2

blocks per game in her senior
season.
"When she came on a visit
and played with our girls, she
made a couple of moves otTensively that I didn't know she
could make... he said. -If she put
those in her bag of tricks. I feel
she could be pretty good. But
the thing that makes me excited
is, of course. her defense. She
takes a 60 percent shot and turns
it into a 20 percent shot."
that
agrees
Swickrath
House's story is one he doesn't
offer come across in college basketball. He attempts to think of a
similar situation, but can only
come up with players who took
up basketball late after successful careers in other sports and
exposure to the game at an early
age.
For House's development, he
credits her incredible work ethic
as well as the vision of her high
school coaching staff, head

coach Rechelle Turner and
assistant Monica Evans as well
as post coach Jay Stark.
"It really is amazing. and it's
got to be partial credit to Sian
and partial credit to the coaching
staff." he says. "There are probably some coaches out there
who would give up on a kid like
that, say she might be tall, hut
she can't play, to heck with it.
-I don't know if I've ever
seen anything like this."

07------,
CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• Whatever makes
good
men
Christians. makes
them good citizens.
— Daniei Webster
..777. . .

r

Celebration
at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
featuring

)photo

)CAA

Winston
Bennett
Former UK Basketball Player
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Saturday, March 19, 2011
4 p.m. I— 8:30 p.m.
mflatabies•Fun For All•Starts at 4p.m.
Music & Team Recognition - 5:30 p.m.
Guest Speaker - 6 p.m.
Meal - 7 p.m.
Directions to Poplar Spring Baptist Church:
Take Hwy. 94 E. to Hwy. 280, turn right onto Hwy. 280,
travel about 5 miles to Poplar Spring Rd., turn left.
Church is on the right about 1/2 mile.
Call 270-436-2564
or visit our website at www.poplarspring.net

BG 55
HANDHELD BLOWER

s14995

MS 110 CHAIN SAW

S17996

YOUR LOCAL STIHL DEALERS

MS 250 CHAIN SAW

$29995

ARE GIVING AWAY A
CHAIN

FREE

REGISTER TO WIN AT
WWW ININASTIHL.COM

Are you readyforaSTIHL?

Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street • Murray
270-753-25)1
MurrayHomeAndAuto.net
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Lane Dual
Reclining Sofa

REQUI

INTROI)CCI

the Cdy of Murray. Kent
for engineenrig and arch]
Improvements Projeo
DESCRIPTIC
The project includes plan
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REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS FROM
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
I.

01,41pmmi-s,

IN lOYINt MEMOKY OF
MACEY LAYNE TKAYIS
MAECH 17 2009

INTRODUCTION

The project includes planning, design and construction of Wastewater Treatment
Plant expansion and/or improvements and other expansion and or improvementto the Wastewater Collection System

The SUiQ should be conatructed as follows
Letter of Transmittal and Interest

Provide the capacity of the firm to work within time
taking into consideration the current and
planned workload or the firm

V.

RATING CRITERIA

The Statement of Qualifications shall be evaluated according to the following
criteria

VII.

15 Points
15 Points
10 Points
30 Points
30 Points

SELECTION PROCESS

A selection committee will rate the Statements of Qualifications according to the
merle listed in Section VI Following the rating process, the committee will
decide to either iii attempt to negotiate engineering servicea agreement with the
top ranked firm, or 21 if negetiations are not successful, dismiss the top ranked
firm and initiate discussions with the second ranked firm This procedure may be
repeated as mans times as necessary until an agreement can be negotiated that
is satisfactory to both parties
VIII.

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENGINEERING AND
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES WASTEWATER SYSTEM
IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Attention of all respondents is called to the following regulations and
requirements, Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Section 3, Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1968. Segregated Facilities, Section 109, Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974 and Executive Order 11246
No person ghat' be excluded front participation in, denied benefits of or subjected
to discrimination on the implementation of this projects an the grounds of race,
color, national origin, sex, or age The City is an Equal Opportunity Employer
Statements of Qualifications delivered by mail shall he sent to
Mr .1 L Barnett
Public Works Director
City of Murray, Kentucky
104 N Sth St
Murray, KY 42071

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
Please No Phone Calls

Call us we will beglad to help.

(270)7$34012

Murray Ledger & Times
270-73-1916

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Cali 753-1916
LOST- 4yr Old Collie
between 121 N and 94
W. on Lynn Grove Rd.
Answers to LADY. Very
Friendly' REWARD'
270-752-0678
270-978-3022

OPPORTUNICNA
TIES
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation
Certified Nursing
Assistants
Positions are available.
Current Kentucky certification is required.
Long term care experience is preferred. We
offer competitive pay
based on experience,
starting at $9.50 per
Four for newly-certified
assistants, and we pay
shift differentials Fulltime associates are eligible for our great benefits package.
Contact Cindy Ivy
270.443.6543
Cynthia Ivy@LCCA co

Apply at Human Resources,
Murray State University,
404 Sparks Hall,
Murray, KY 42071-3312
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
EEO, M/F/D, AA employer

Accepting background
and references for
mowing services. Send
info to P.O. box 1040 K
Murray, KY

PECO
Acce.pttng
resunies
All sales careeit
s °Pier posdibn.

544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY 42003
Visit us online at
LCCA.com
E0E(M/FAVD
Job*22501

COMMUNITY Options,
Inc , a national nonprofit dedicated to
empowering individuals w." developmental
disabilities is currently
Community
seeking
Staff
in
Support
Benton, KY. FT. PT and
opportunities
Sub
available!
Responsibilities
include assisting viri
daily living skills & the
development of independent community living, administering medication and complete
the appropriate documentation and accompanying individual to &
from appointments
activities H S diploma
GED. a valid DL w/ a
good driving record & a
clean background are a
must! EOE Please submit
resume
to:
Carla . Spencer di coma
p.org or fax to:
270-906-2284

Ward to Buy
Dominos Pizza o
Murray is now hiring
delivery drivers, Oft's.
and experienced assistant managers. No
phone calls please.
Apply in person at 117
S. 12th St.
JOIN the Jasmine's
Family! Now hiring
servers. Apply in person. 270-761-THAI
NEED part-time worker
for in store pool sales
and service, must be
organized and good
when dealing with people, and self motivated
in learning products
Call me di 270-9780706 to discuss
Needing a few good
auto body men. Apply
in person at Parker
Ford Body Shop
PART-TIME help needed at local coffeeluice
opening 125
bar
Please
drop
off
resumes at Quest
Fitness Center Attn
Kim
809 Coldwater Rd.
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;cub Ircncrnti.

IBR, price reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9896

I bank yim

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
GOOD used air conditioner. stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109

21311 apt near university. Water included.
plus
$350 OCiimo
deposit. Also 1BR apt
near university. Water
included. S275.00/mo
plus deposit. 873-7356
2I3R. 2 full bath duplex.
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished
$600/month, no pets
753-2225
28R, close to MSU
Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR, CA-11A all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves.
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

NOW LEASING
1. 2 8 3bedroorn Ants
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Eaual Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
Very nice 2BR in quiet
area with outside slotage and all appliances
Available now
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view WV.
refrigerator.
stove
Very quiet All utilities
paid including electnc.
S600,rtio plus deposit
270-492-8211

St.Paddy's
Picks
20 word iine ad
opie week

ONLY 01 9.00
want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

Call Ashley or Natasha
to place au ad
(270) 753-1916

WANTED- junk car &
truck batteries To
prices paid
(270)759-9694

LEDGER N. TimEs
e

PT openings for house-

keepers and ground
maintenance
Weekends required.
436-2345
Small business seeking massage therapist.
Set your own hours.
Send resume to P.O.
box 1040 D
Taking applications for
equipment
operator
and dnver-laborer with
CDL Apply at 2033
Outland School Rd.
Taking Applications for
servers cooks, and
E-mail
bartender.
meornio's@charter net
or 731-407-4926
090
Domestic & Childcare I

DISCLAIMER

Hoff:Lei

near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.

Building Services Technician II $7.31

Jones
Management Group is
taking applications for
tie following position:
Maintenance
Technician
Please
visit
the
Careers section of
www chuckiones.net
for more information on
our current positions
and on how to apply_

SCHEDULE

In order to be considered, three bound copies of the Statement of Qualification,
must be received by the City before close of business on April 15, 2011 All
nronosals shall be in a sealed packaged marked

IX.

Ft,iitime lob vacancy at Murray campus
Additional pay dependent upon qualifications

Send to
P0 Box .163
Murray KY

l'ontact with the Mayor, elected official., id staff other than the individual
designated above: of the City of Murray after the date of issuance of the Remo,
for Qualificationa is prohibited and shall be grounds for disqualification of the
firm or team

Qoahfications and Experience of the Firm
Project Team and Individual Qualifications
t 'apacity to Perform
Familiarity with the City of Murray
Project Familiarity

STATE UNIVERSITY

GET THIS nu

Project Familiarity

Mr J L. Barnett
Public Works Director
City of Murray, Kentucky
104 N 5th Street
Murray. KY 42071
C1701762-0330

VI.

MURRAY

Help Wanted

MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Engineers responding to this solicitation should direct all inquires to

!!L!.

SOLD

nights & weekends.
Apply in person at Craker Barrel

Notice

Provide in narrative and or table format information tha,
(.1.o jvmonstrate a familiarity with the City of Murray and
its wastewater system

CONTACT FOR INFORMATION

2I3R
512,900
Available ai
14 paces sold SO
far. Dont miss out;

Hiring for all positions

Love always and forever,
Moamy. Dandy Your rothers,
Zack and Tyler Punts

AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER

The Proposal should be brief and concise and should not exceed 15 single-sided
pages in length. including all resumes and other information Copies of plans,
specifications. or other engmetrong reports will not be accepted The content
shall be outlined aa above

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
today.
appointment
270- '53-2905

Must be available to work

Happy 6irthday ti h•aven cur precious
little Macey. You will live on through us til
the day we are together again. We love you
with every breath that we take and every
beat of cur hearts.

Familiarity with the City of Murray

Provide in a narrative form statement detailing the
engineer's understanding of City of Murray's needs
associated with the Wastewater System Improvements
Project and an approach to the proposed improvement
program

I BR & 2BR ape,
270-75341556
TDD 1400-545-1833
6
Ext. 233 .
Equal ,Dppoq,,r,

Cr

Old Country Store

020.

Capacity to Perform

1505 Duque; Drive

1 OR 2br apts

Identify the key project team members in an
organizational chart format The organizational chars
should list all sub-consultants that will be used on dos
project Provide a resume for each key team member with
emphasis on the Project Manager Provide information
demonstrating key project team member familiartty with
Murray and its wastewater system

F

Nursing & Rehab Center 2607 Main Street
Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025 E0EAAE NO

Today the flaw of love will grow
Upon the earth a splendid glow
I send a menage way on high
Firthday blessings fill the sky

Qualifications and Experience of the Firm

It

lriorsa
,
Von.* & ergot
Ttnang
0.1,1
We Tot

Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake Way

Although I know tMs cannot be
Love will go on endlessly
I celebrate with life's bouquet
Your memory lingers every day

CONTENT OF SOQ

Project Team and Individual Qualificationa

competitive wages and an excellent benefit

Calloway Garden
Essex lkiwil,
Apartnients

PHONE CALLS PLEASE

The scope of the Protest could include. but not limited to the following project
management and design services: engineering, surveying, architecture,
environmental assessment construction administration and-or resident project
representation.

Provide• description of the experience and/or technical
expertise of the firm with regard to the type of aernces
be provided and projects of a similar nature In addition
provide a narrative derienption of the recently (-completed
design projects of a similar nature Provide an Owner
contact, with phone number. for each project Individual is
firm experience should be noted

C**4;tratt Ott.

RN Full-Time

teitieenbraces of love gone by
fears like rain fall from ray eyes
Want to hold you CM more time
Feel your heartbeat next to ROME

SCOPE OF SERVICES

A

We offer

folk:wing position

Happy birthday in the sky
Hope your wings are passing by
Hesrts are feeling loot and blue
Looking out for signs of you

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

IV.

Tat Full Mo Rent Free

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is
currently accepting applications for the

package. Must be licensed in the State of

The CAN...of Murray. Kentucky is requesting Statement of Qualifio anions
for engineering and architectural services relating to its Wastewater System
Improvements Pr(oect

111.

4-.011110,
0

WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean.
References
978-3583
120
Computers

32 RCA. three years
old. $75 Maytag dryer.
works great. $75.
227-3109
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has great bargains at
Trends-N -Treasures
Kids Welcome' Buy
and appraise coins.
270-753-4161
Matching playpen (wan
changing table feature)
and high chair. Brown
and pink pattern. Like
new because of a very
spoiled baby. $12000
ob.o. 978-7008 leave
message
nylon
REMINGTON
model 77, CVA 12-GA
single shot gun 30-30
Marlin w scope & sling
.2701227-6237

Savings!
sub
'Scribe to the

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
I

Home Delivery
I
Local Mail
. $30.00
3 mo.
mo.
I
3
$35.00
6 me.
$55.00
6 mu.
$63.00
$105.00
1 yr.
$110.00
I yr.
1

a

Rest
KY/TN
l'uner It Buchanan+
3 me... ._.
.$90.00
6 mo
$120.00
1 yr
I Check

All Other Alai!
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
$96.00
5145.00
I yr.

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
St Address__
1

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs,Upgrades
759.3556

I

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANICES
WARD-ELKINS

605E South 121h St
ANTIQUES. Call Lam,
753-3633

Alp

State

(270)7531713

1

Daytime Ph _
Mail this coupon with pat nient 14,

1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

1
a
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11.71.:111",:PITM:TiN;I4•1 NIMMONSIi
Saturday, April 2nd, At 10:00 PAW.[
The Late _John H 'Ttge" & -lathe Waciticitiet Farm 1
1 Mile Mortis Of Wingica, Kenrstssicky
In Wingo. Take North St Paul Street 3:10 Mile
To Tige Road Proceed On North 7,10 Mile To The Farm!

Garland Rentals, Inc. has now acquired
G & W Storage located at Junction of
Hwy 94 & Hwy 280. For your boat and
mini storage needs, please call

TREE

The sale location is the old Fed Ex Depot lust off
of Hwy 22 in Dresden, TN

Look for sale signs!

IPE-rairlamir--itirote Gravies Ccatarity
F .42 asir OW AL ..011 IMF /GP
Eacca31111terrilt Farr mint Iraqi IPIrairmtliceirs
Illsinsi Ors This Oproirs Farms Tract!
Sceillisagi Witt" A Now Saar %troy!
270-2934624

270-753-2905 our office is located at
1900 N. 12th St Sane A in the Murray

FSA Farm 14 985 Tract 1588
Soybean Base 42.10 Acres - 57 Acres DCP Cropland

Busineas Center. Visit our other

Prime Farmland Selling Absolute To The Highest Bidder!

locations at 1900 N. 12th MC Storage

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, fore
wood Insured
489-2839

jairsarasirc--Eatslhi _cores For Details! -->-

or 641 North Murray Store & Lock.

IPMEltir.1111A,SF TIE IFIRIMIS:15% Down, Balance le 30 ttalfs.
With I......°Mate Planting Privileges
Pau 113cutrair•s. IPIriairssita•iret ft

MBC Storage
lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

We sv,11 be tak,ng
Items being added
Join us for the sale!

T-tie! Aill au:Vicars Will fir
?Serer/ ea t Tian.
lAtinsarra Elletrasmatne y Scztairroi• Cute:terrier
11..etalancon Street , Witrinign, Kenttactic 1/
.

FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
- THE SELLING MACHINE-

1

consignments up
daily so bring

until
your

the sale time
equipment and

1710 Ford 1987 Tractor-Low Hours, Like New Backhoe Attachment. 5 ft
Finishing Mower. 25 ft. Beravac, 5 ft. Woods Bush Hog, 9 ft. Bush Hog. 25
ft.
Gooseneck
Cattle
Trailer.
Disc Mower, 2 Basket Tedder, 16ft. Trailer, Cresman Lawn Mower, 2
Military Trailers. 12-13 ft. 210 John Deere Disc (SHOW ROOM CONDIPure
Street
TION),
Race
Car-Rolling
Chasos.
3 Point Sprayer. 1980 16 It. Birmingham Low Boy Trailer.
4263 Massey Ferguson- Less Than 3500 hrs., Open Statior
Heston 4570 Intone Bailer-NEVER WET. 1100 Honda Motorcycle-470C)
Mites, Woods Finishing Mower, 16 ft. Wally-Mo Gooseneck Trailer. 8 ft. 3 pt.
Bush
Hog
Rotary
Mower-less
Than
50
hrs..
1000 KBH Water Trailer, Tandem Axle and Pump (ALL NEW PLUMBING),
1600 Galion Stainless Tank, 1066 International Traclor-Open Station with
Canopy,
12
ft.
Chisel
Plow,
Lund
Boat-10 hp, Johnson Motor, 18 ft. 3 Axle Gooseneck Trailer
18 h. Race Car Trailer, 1983 C60 Chevy Road Tractor, Assorted Hand Tools
AND MUCH MUCH MORE!,

JAIVIES
IR- CASH
72i5 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER jc
R

111111V1
ar
i
l
Saturday, March 26th, 2011 @ 10:00 AM
168 Lakeview Drive, Mayfield. KY 42066
• Sigos

J:f

Commerical Prop. For Rent
Open House: Thesday, March 22nd 5-1 PM

Houses For Rent
IBA Lease & Deposit
No Pets, 270-7530728 270-994-3308
2 BR houses Available
Various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 1BA, 5min North
of Murray. no pets
759-4826.

800 Coldwater Road. 2
Bay Shop and office
and parking in
high
traffic
area
$1,500 00,Mo
270-753-3153

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4Th ST.
Corm r f121 5. & Glendale.
10X10 $25 IOUS $al
2701 436-2524
(2701293-6906

S

muumitiis ...r.h.n-zsauction.s.com
-7
MIIMSYS UMW,IIIEALTOIVOMMIIEM
sem sousista.REALTOR/LLICTICIMES

••

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY, MARCH 26, 2011 10:00 AM AT MR. & MRS.
ARTELL TUCKER HOME 162 COVEY DRIVE. OFF 121 NORTH
CITY LIMITS MURRAY, KY. SEE AUCTION SIGNS.

400
Yard Sale

YARD SALE

7
RI 5Nortill
.se
T
za
3855 St
Ky 472/0
salstzryFRIIIem
:

HAY
For Sale
Square Bales Only
Call 270-753-8848
before 8:00pm
Futrell Farms

I

811 SUNNY LN.
SATURDAY 3119
7 A.M.- ????
Lots of onmative home
decor name brand baby
boy clothes 0.6 months
baby gear ladies &
Juniors name brand
clothing

YARD SALE
105 N.6TH ST.
FRIDAY THE 18TH &
S YTURDAY THE 19TH

15-20 Old kitchen striking clocks. 15-20 other old clocks, several old guilts,
bedspreads and bed linens, 2 or 3 old banjo's in good condition, violins. 1215 old Victrola's, battery powered carts by Jazzy Rascal.(3) 3 pc bedroom
suites. 2 knee hole desks, 10 volume Zane Grey books, sofa and recliner,
other odd chairs, table lamp & lamp tables. Zenith big screen 17V 4x2 JD
Gator 220 bra bought new by Mr. Tucker, commercial riding mower hydro
static zero turn 24 firs 27hp bought new by Mr. Tucker. nice 135 Massey
Ferguson multi power spin out wheels 970 hours gas, 1983 Ford XL100
30.000 actual miles bought new by Mr. Tucker, several pieces, 3 pt hitch
equipment. single axle with trailer with drop tailgate, nice powered electric
shop tools, shop anvils and vise, lots of Elvis Presley Memorabilia. This is
a partial listing. More details next week. This is an all day auction.
Lunch Available
Not responsible for accidents

DAN MILLER, AUCTIONEER (270)435-4144 DARRELL BEANE, AUCTIONEER (270)435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL, BROKER/AUCTIONEER (270)767-9223
www.datimillerauctione.er.com
terryclpaschalirealestate.com
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Office desk and chairs, copier,
microwaves, refrigerator, metal folding
table, patio furniture, picnic tables. t.v.'s,
washer, receptionist counter/desk, stereo,
cabinets, time clocks, victorian couch. ,
filing cabinets, etc.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2009 Brick Home.
2.100 SO. FT Living
Space. 36R, 2BA, 1
Acre & Double Garage,
Hilltop
Sun-Room,
View.
1 '2Mtle
to
Murray. City Water &
Owner
By
Gas.
$149,000.
270-519-8570
3I3R. 38A Bnck home
Springs
Saratoga
$287,000
270-753-2135

ii4BR, brick. 2 790 soft.
$95,000
.3BR brick. 85,000
tat Ky Realty
murrayrealestateforsale.com

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
home
in
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905.

FOR Sale: Noce duplex
in Northwood. $90,000
270-293-1446
rid fit -.1.1r Nom
hint,'

For Sale Or Lease
Call us we will be
4.700 sqt1 building with
front/rear
entrance
Half block W of court
square on Main St
270-293-6692 or 270293- 7952

731-364-3507 • Cell 731-588-4477
Loc, No 1409 450 Anderson Rd • Dresden, TN Firm Lic. No. 4611

,----

RSOlifa
DOG Obedience
12701436-2856

glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Lot for Sale
559 Acres Most Wooded
I Sir Water-Undergyound ut110.,
Sub-divulalde lop to 7 or.
Nam.. Gat., Eu.,,,-lilT ',it, :'..ropgoond Rd
Deed restricted f4r. 00o 00
270-705-1780

1 acre lot south of Lynn
Grose Well, septic.
building.
storage
$21,500 227-2445
1414
Oakhill
Dr.,
Estates.
Campbell
145x175ft. perfect for
basement
walkout
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876
MOTIVATED seller has
5 acre lot for sate within city limits. Southwest
Area 865-525-3181

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Ri erfield Estates.
BG Real Properly
Professionals
293-7872

NEW Listing
3BR. 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make otter. 293-7252.
470
Motorcycles & ATV's
2004 Harley-Davidson
STC
Heritage
37,800,miles $12,000
Make an offer
270-753-1441

- • P.M, ,,, I 1 • . ' 11 •••1••• r., • • , '•

We Finance
hollandrnotorsales com
. 270-753-4461

06 Dodge 2500 diesel
4x4 Laramie package.
Leather, power everything. and automatic.
Sharp excellent truck.
miles.
132k
$22.500.00.
436-5508 293-5507
1999 Ford F150 Lariat,
117,000-1
reg cab
Whiteowner local
condition.
excellent
$7.800 00 753-6775
1995 F-150 XLT Lariat
reg cab. 98.000 miles-1
Whiteowner-local
condition.
excellent
$6,500. 753-6775 after
1 p
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Hifi-Electric

. 1 NO RESERBATIONSII
ii
t O. AIIMMWWW
Sat. Mar. 19th, At 1000 A.M.
"At The Hanson Brann Hanteptace"
626 Atreus Rd, Wing°, KY
In Pilot Oak KY Al Tire Jct Ot Hwy 129 & Hwy 94
Take Hwy 129 North 2 Miles To Mt. Pleasant
Church Rd. Turn Right And Proceed East 1/2 Mile
Fronts Mt. Pleasant & Annus Roads
Southwest Graves Count
•
l
all..
in 3 Tracts And in Combinations
Tract 1 - 1.3 Acres
A Pleasant Setting With A
3 Bedroom Country Home
Central Heat & Air Outbuildings
Tract 2 -- 3_157 Acres
Large Pole Barn
Pond , Trees • Airrios Road Frontage
Trac.:1 3 - 4_78 Acres
A Nice Home Site
Lars Mt. Pleasant & AlmuS Roads
Buy One Tract Or Buy The Entire Property!

I

7'831., AMCIFIt IE...W.-

Act-ess
Rd- in One Tract
In Wingo. KY Take St Paul St Wing()Rd South 2,4
Rd. Turn Left. Proceed
Bottom
Miles To Waggoner
East 1/2 Moe Also Frontage Along Red Dog Lane
KY
5101 Waggoner Bottom Road. Wingo.
.
_
(-Gently Rolling

. Wa , y.ear Bottom

F A 14 MI IL_ A PA ID
Possession At Closing Pius A New !_..II, vey!
15*4 Clown vinta A minimum Deposit Of 55,000,00
Per iract Balance in 30 Days Ne Buyer's Premium
Visit %mum ww-jarne.sricash.ccem
For New Survey And Tract Details!

Since 1988
Res.. Cons.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
,
L v.v.,
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
Aldridge
Mccuiston
Roofing, LLC. Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 293-4020 or
293-1924
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE, Local, Reliable,
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
ALMO

Both Auctions Ple/r1 At The
Bratin Homeplace 616 Almus His
Winne., KY Near Pnut Oak

COMPUTER
REPAIR

TRACTORS - TRUCK - EQUIPMENT
ANTIQUES & HOME ITEMS
HIGHLIGHTS sold Atte
'
, The Real F.state!o
MF 285 Diesel Tractor. 3784 Hrs, 2 Remotes.
Like New Rubber • Case 300 Gas Tractor, A
Very Nice Collectible!
4 Wheel Farm
Wagon • 3 Pt Pond Scoop • Ford 501 Mower
• Cultipacker • 3 Pt 7 Tine Chisel Plow • MF
4 Blm Spring Trip Plow • 7% 3 PT Disc • 6'
Blade • Fert Spreader • '82 Chevy S-10
Pickup • Truck Topper • Barn Miscellaneous
• Yard Machine Tiller • Bolen Riding Mower
• Lots Of Nice Snap On Tools • Tool Chest •
Go Cart • Small Wihdmill • Dinner Bell •
Garden Tiller • Antique Hall Tree • Antique
Bedroom Suite Antique Side Chairs • Quilt
Chest • Prints • Chest Freezer • Collectible
Glassware • Pots. Pans • Household Misc
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!'

JAMES
R. CAS
, - FANCY
nE, AUCTIONEER I REALESTATE OVER
FARM KY-270-623-8466
.1

RC -The Sellin

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480

759-1151 • 293-2781
293-2784
Handyman Work
Odd Jobs. Repairs
Home, Auto.
'Carpentry,
Mobile-Welding,
Yards, Torn, Molding&
'Muth Mote
NO Job Too Small

14FT. Alum fishing
boat. trailer, 25Horse
Johnson motor, depth
tinder, Minkota 65, new
First
etc.
battery.
takes
$1,100
(270)227-6237

1998 17' Stratos boat
&traitor 1998 Johnson
115HP motor, shed
kept $6,500 00
270-436-2689

HORSE BOARDING
•Stall or pasture
e$115 mo
'Includes hay
270-293-7314
270-293-7315
KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &

REMODELING
$S We will save
YOU money $5
Free Estimates
References
(270) 703-0978

(270) 205-6063
•

L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarante

753-1816

727-061

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814
Lawns
mowed.
Experienced.
Reasonable. Only takeg 8-10 yards. Free
;stimates. Ken Bucy
753-2643 befor 10p.m.

48 hours or free

*Asphalt Installation

(270)978-7890

•Seal coating &
striping

•

Machine"

530
Services Offere,:'
35' Nomad travel trail
er, deck
screened
gazebo storage building Located in campground with beach,
docks on KY Lake
270-978-7035

- HOMETOWN .
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reliable
betemiable
Free Estimates'
Fit* Stump-Removal.
Coll 270-193-4409
Home 2707 37-3044

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
975 ,004

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 175.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

KnigIiI
telE:=0
hal can count on the
mast experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tam Taylor Trail

753-7728
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS •
ASPHALT
['Ening. SealMating
& Hauling
.
TOM TR ‘‘, IS

270-753-2279
- From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing_
We DO It All!
No Job To Small!
2704173-9916
or visit oui wetisite
kerguekyleke
remodeling.com
FREE ESTIMATES

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

40 yrs experience

(270)759-0501
ML Garage Doors
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357
O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estimates
• Lac & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan
Pre
-cision Lawn -Care.
tee esiirrriMs Aaron
:•..1-6369
PRESERVE YOUR
MEMORIES
•Transfer cassette
tapes to CD
*VHS VHS-C, H18.
and MiniDV
tapes to DVD
Chris Adams
(270)227-3779

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
Houses
to
clean
Charge by hour or job
270-328-8294 or
270-376-2741

DIVORCE with or without Children $125
With FREE name
change documents
and marital settlement
agreement Fast and
easy Call us 24hrs/
-days 1888-7890198

Reach over 1 million
readers with one call!
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
31 1-502-223-8821 for
more information abou'
placing a 25-word
classified in 70 newspapers for only $250
AUTOMOBILES

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Swap Meet & Car
Sale All Make &
Model- All Indoor- 700
Spaces MARCH 27,
Indiana State
Fairgrounds.
Indianapolis, IN 8arn3pm Info 708-5634300
www SuperSundaylnd)

BUILDINGS

more than $50
•Repair in

*Labor never

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•

Jacob
270-978-0278

A BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH BRICK/VINYL HOME
& 24'x12' WORKSHOP ON +i- 1.86 ACRES'
•
SHORT DRIVE TO NIA,
'FIELD AND MURRAY'
NICE PEACEFUL NE1GHBOR1.4000 CLOSE TO HWY 80 FOUR LAN,'
REAL MATE '

REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 1.7 00 AM AUCTION HELD ON SITE
NICE FURNITURE - APPLIANCES - TOOLS - COLEMAN GENERATOR - GLASSKARE
- MOBILITY SCOOTER - SMALL COMBINATION SAFE - PERSONAL PROPERTY
VISIT HARRISALICIIONS.COM OR MORE PHOTOS!
REAIESTATT TERMS

FRIDAY 3/18
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

Weauldiall rigssed474eme

NIM• •'''
•• 1 •

RETAIL Store in Hazel
+'.
5000
SF
$1000.00 month
270-492-8211

360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

Terms: Cash or good personal check. NO BUYER'S PREMIUM!!
Consign your equipment today or call for more information!

2.100 SqFt 3 office
spaces. 1.000 SqFf
storeroom
1 block
West of court square.
753-8964

Pets& Supplies
3BR, 1 5BA, garage &
workshop. stove, dishwasher,
no
pets
Murray 270-753-0259

1

FRAME'S
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
824 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally, owned
*Licensed& Insured
Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
-(210)474-0323

E
IO
IllIv
AMillie IFII ME.
-SesPIITOtrago ,Ia's Chris 7-ir-rect

.
812 Whitneli Ave. • 753-3853

NIurra) 1.edger

of trucks, tractors, hay equipment &
all types of farm equipment

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Study in paradise
9/miles from campus
515 Saddle Ln &acres
$500imo
206-883-6219

530
Services Offered

EQUIPMENT CONSIGNMENT AUCTION

a IS•st Samamago•I I--ami
si

IOW

, fifir

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

Rooms For Rent

‘Iiirray Ledger & 'times

YEARR`i S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562 227 0267

s

Pole Barns: 24x40x9:
1 12' End Slider. 1
Walk Door, $7,140
Installed, 30x45x9: 1
15X8 End Slider 1
Walk Door. $8,889
Installed. www.tradonbuildings.corn 1-800987-2366

4-HC
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CLASSIFIEDS

Murray ledger & Times

Thursday, March 17, 2911 •3B

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUSINESS
SERVICES

DIVORCE with oi without Chilaren $125
With FREE name
change documents
and marital settlement
agreement. Fast and
easy. Call us 24hrs/
'days 1-888-7890198.

UP

.5624 _

S Tree

Reach over 1 million
readers with one call'
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word
classified in 70 newspapers for only $250

removal.
ing, fire-

s Gutlers
r Sales
ance

r;

;field
-8480

AUTOMOBILES
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Swap Meet & Car
Sale All Make &
Model- All Indoor- 700
Spaces MARCH 27,
Indiana State
Fairgrounds.
Indianapolis. IN 8arn3pm into. 708-5634300
www SuperSundaylndy
.com

it eikups
!!pciated

BUILDINGS

93-2783
114

Pole Barns: 24x40x9:
1 12' End Slider. 1
Walk Door. $7,140
Installed. 30x45x9: 1
15X8 End Slider 1
Walk Door. $8.889
Installed. www.tradonbuildings.corn 1-800987-2366

DISH Network's
Lowest All-Digital
Price! As low as
$24.99, rao plus
FREE HO FOR LIFE'
Call for limited time
Bonus' Call Now' 1866-240-3844
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
Sawmills- Band'
Chainsaw- SPRING
SALE- Cut lumber any
dimension. anytime.
MAKE MONEY and
SAVE MONEY In
stock, Ready to ship.
Starting at $995.
www NorwoodSawmilts
.corn/300N 1-800-6617747 Ex1.300N
HELP WANTED
Deckhands'!
Marquette
Transportation is now
accepting applications
for deckhand positions.
Competitive pay, benefits and 401k. 1yr
strong physical labor
experience required.
(Construction, logging,
roofing. etc) Apply
online at: /twww.marquettetrans.com EOE
KATT,/
Nurse Trainees
Needed for Navy
Reserve Officer Nurse
Corps Scholarship up
to $180,000 offered
Must be between ages

17-23 by the time you
begin college. Call ME 1-800-282-1384 or
lobs oh io X4 navy mil
Wanted. Life Agents
Earn 5500 a day,
Great agent benefits
Commissions paid
daily, Liberal
Underwnting. Leads,
Leads, Leads LIFE
Insurance, License
Required. Call 1-888713-6020.
INSTRUCTIONAL
Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Career FAA
approved program
Financial aid if qualified Job placement
assistance CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053
ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home
'Business,
•Paralegal,
'Accounting, 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified Call 866460-9765
www_CenturaOnline co

Midway College Online
degree programs in
Business, Health Care
Public Safety. Teacner
Education. and more
Enrolling now! 888-95MIDWAY

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
GUN SHOW"
Lexington. March 19115
& 20th, Aan Antique
Affair, 121 Manchester
St . Sal. 9-5, Sun 9-3
For information call
765-993-8942 Buy'
Sell' Trade'
Play Where the
Hoofer's lour plays
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in Georgetown,
rated the number one
public course in
Kentucky. Call 502570-9849 for tee
times
TRUCK DRIVERS

Driving School Now
taking Students' No
CDL No problem'
STATE MA PROGRAM if qualified or
Financing available
888-780-5539
COL TrainingCAREER CENTRAL
No money down CDL
Training Work for us
or let us work for you'
Unbeatable Career
Opportunities 'Trainee
'Company Driver
'LEASE OPERATOR
Earn up to $51K
•LEASE TRAINERS
Earn up to $80k
(877)3E9-7192
www centrattruckdriyingjobs corn

HELP WANTED
ACT NOW' Driver
Trainees Needed for
Covenant. No experience needed. Train in
16 oays at Truck
America Training 1st
year avg. $38,000.
Tuition Financing
Available 150219556388 or (866)244-3644
Be your own BOSS
delivering truck from
TX to locations across
the US. Average over
$33.000 net per year
wth immediate settlements each trip. Call
1-866-764-1601 oral
www.qualitydriveaway.corn
CALL NOW' B11-1
Trucking Company,'
international Truck

Class-A CDL Training.
DELTA CAREER
ACADEMY. WIA
Approved. Job placement assistance.
Tuition Reimbursement
available. Hiring for
TMC., Werner. BBB
accredited. Mt_
Sterling, KY 859-4989988. 800-883-0171
Don t Miss a PAYCHECK' Flatbed. $750
piwk Guaranteed 1st 2
wks Employed' 1 yr
OTR & Class-A COL
Reqd. Excellent
Compensation 888472-0675 or
www gicc chiefind.corn
Drivers- CDL-A
Flatbed Drivers
Needed' Sign-On
Bonus' Start up to 43c

per mile Lease purchase available
Experience Reqd
HornadyTransportation
corn 800-441-4271
xKY 100
Drivers- Midwest
South, TX Regions'
National Distributors
$0.49 teams $0 39 «
cpm solos OTR Pets
welcome Class-A
COL. minimum 3 mos
877-334-96770r
www dnveandl.com

Owner Operators
Wanted' Midwest
Regiona, 640
.of revenue or up to 1,10 per
mile Fuel Surcharge
paid all miles 1000.
Owner Operator
Frontier Transport 800991-6227

Go Regional Now'
Outstanding Miles,
Weekly Home Time,
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Elizabethtown in the 1950's and
60s. but I always was aware that
it was more of a rural-type
organization for youngsters, and
it ultimately had something to
do with winning blue ribbons at
the State Fair.
As for those H's, and what
they represented'? Health, heart.
and head, I knew. It was the
hands I couldn't remember.
Today's 4-H is tar more than
corn, pigs and cows, in an
organization that just celebrated
its 10)th anniversary last year.
and today has almost 240,000
young Kentuckians between the
ages of 9 to 19 involved.
Photo by UK Aq Communications
When
4-H
began
in 4-H projects like this that involve young people and their prize
Kentucky back in 1909. almost animals are a staple of the Kentucky State Fair.
everyone lived on a farm. That's
"1 grew up in 4-H, in fact 1
not so anymore. Today it hap- to one dedicated to the developdon't remember a time when I
pens wherever kids live - - in ment of young people.
Opportunities are offered in wasn't involved with 4-H in my
large cities, small towns, rural
leadership, 51 years on earth, he says.
areas, and even on military communication,
was
the
Home
bases at Ft. Knox and Ft. career development, livestock. "Morn
home improvement. and com- Economics Agent in Hardin
Campbell.
The Kentucky CooperatiN e of puter technology. Not that it's County so I started well before
Extension Services. under the still not important. but the most kids."
With 4-H programs in all 120
auspices of the College of organization most certainly is
Agriculture at the University of not your grandfather's 4-H of Kentucky's counties, there
are some staggering figures to
Kentucky oversees the 4-H Club.
In the very beginning it main- look at to sec just how far-reachClubs that is the state's oldest
ly focused on boys and their ing 4-H is in our state.
and largest youth organization.
"The 235,000 plus youngWhile many of the 4-H's pro- corn clubs, and then a bit later
grams have a strong association girls became a part of it. concen- sters in the program represents
to its agricultural beginnings, trating on home skills such as 28.3 percent of the youth in
now there are just as many pro- sewing and baking. With this Kentucky.- says Rogers. "And
grams that do not. During the said, it's not your grandmother's for a state our size in population,
we have the largest percentage
first 10 years. 4-H changed from club either.
Keith Rogers is the Executive of youth involved in 4-H, makan entity concerned primarily
with improving agriculture pro- Director of the Kentucky 4-H ing us number one in market
share,"
ductions and food preservation Foundation.
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ompoilig nest year. it was

going mit with a hang
dind taking first place in duo
alto competing with three tit

.isscsotiic

Western's national and international winning teams. The whole
experience was a great ending.said Overby.
Jessica Johnston-Fisher. a
senior organizational communications major, Natalie Ellis. an
organizational communications
major from Kennett. Mo.. and
Lyndy Hill, a freshman economics major from Omaha. Ne.,
joined Overby to compete with
eight universities including
Western Kentucky University
tWKU). best in the nation and
the world.
()serby and Johnston-Fisher
were awarded first place in dramatte duo speaking while Hill
took home first place in novice
persuasion. Both Hill and Ellis

placed among top-10 for novice
debate speaking. As a team. the
MSU SDU won second place for
sweepstakes in debate as well as
second for individual events.
"1 ant extremely proud of the
hard work they put into becoming great at giving presentations.
The awards are well-deserved.said Dr. Coleman. "I ant also
thankful for the assistant coach,
Amber Schaudt, faculty coach.
Karen Hill-Johnson and student
coaches. James Burt, Gabe
King. Kendall Harris and
Ainanda Lovelace.Earlier that month, the MSU
SDU hosted the annual JacksonPurchase Swing Speech and
Debate tournament, the largest
MS1 has eser hosted. fourteen

Trailer Truckin As it
should be' Why ClassA Drivers Join Star No
teams, Regional
'Home most weekends' Excellent Pay.
Rider program,
Medical 401K, paid
holidays & Vacation
Company & Owner
Operators Experienced
& Student 800-4165912 www startransportation corn

Ryder Seeking Owner
operators & company
drivers for
Georgetown, Hebron
KY & Pnnceton, IN
locations Call for information 800-RYDER-

r>urfoku Is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd with
reyeral g.-.en numbers The object Is to place the numbers 1 to 9
o It empty squares so that each row each column and each
rkI box contains the same number only once Tie difficulty leyel
rice COncept4S Sudnku increases troe-. Monday to Sunday
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Of course the State Fair is 4It's
s time to shine.
"Cloverville" exhibits are a
must for many of the 500.000
fairgoers. With its livestock
events, judging events, bicycle
rodeo, quiz bowls, photography,
needlework and entertainment,
the State Fair considers 4-H one
of its big draws.
"4-H and its members are an
important part of the Kentucky
State Fair," says Harold
Workman. President and CFO of
the Kentucky State Fair Board.
Lots of attention was heaped
on the recent Alltech FEI World
Equestrian Games in Lexington.
and Kentucky's 4-H was right
there with a well done five
minute video telling the virtues
of the organization.
One project in 4-H is the
Horse Program, one of the most
popular in the state. Over 5.000
4-Hers are enrolled in the program. making it one of the highest enrolled animal projects in
the nation. But unfortunately
because of funding cutbacks by
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, the program could
be in jeopardy. Let's hope the
departn ent can find this worthwhile project especially since
Kentucky is regarded as the
Horse Capital of the World.
Most definitely the Kentucky
4-H Club is ei feel-good organization, one that now even
extends beyond grade school
and high school. For some time,
the University of Kentucky and
Western Kentucky University
have had a co011egiate 4-H Club.
But
now
Murray
State
University has come aboard further pointing out the impact this
organization
has
across
Kentucky.
Those of us who enjoy traveling our wonderful state have
long held that it is the people
who make us what we are. It is
the people who are as much of
an attraction as anything else.
And finding out that there are
more than 60 million 4-H alumni's across America, it is comforting to know that Kentucky is
doing its part.
Get up, get out and get going!

MSU Speech and Debate team beats the best at state
By Meredith Lockhart
MSU Public Relations
The MSU Speech and Debate
Union i SDt1 I travelled to the
Speech and Debate State
Gateway
at
Tournament
in
College
Community
Florence:. on Feb. 18 and 19
where four members brought
home 12 trophies.
Michelle (verby, a senior
ph y sics major and president of
the SDU, was very pleased with
the results of the competition. "I
;inn very proud of the entire team
lor our aecomplishments at
,tate. Since Jessica and 1 will not
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Run With A Leader'
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benefits. 2011
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Van avg $0.35cpm
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includes bonuses
CDL-A. 6mo. OTR
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4-H Club is part of Kentucky State Fair
It's easy
to find 4-H
projects
when traveli
n
g
Kentucky,
but the most
obvious
each year is
at
the
Kentucky
State Fair in
Louisville.
I
must
confess to
never being
a part of 4-11
while growing up in

TOP Pay &
Equipment 6 months
CDL-A experience
required Hazmat &
TWIC preferred
EEOE AAP 866-3224039
WWW Drive4Marten co

universities attended the three-

day competition including
Clemson.
University
of
of
Alabama.
University
Tennessee
Knoxy ille
and
Tennessee State. The money
raised through the tournament
goes toward travel eypenses (11
the MSU SDU.
The
Novice
National
Tournament was March 11-13 at
the University of Indianapolis.
C'ompeting were Hill and Ellis
as well as Hannah Durbin and
Carl Buchanan. Topics included:
impromptu. duo, poetry, persuasion and impromptu sales.
Overby and Johnston - Fisher
helped judge the competition

Horoscope

by Jacqueline War

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, March 18, 2011:
Remain optimistic and forthright this year. Often you might want to
take off and not deal with certain situations. You can also choose to
not respond, and opt to not run away. Sometimes it seems impossible to find a meeting point on key life issues. You often might not
see eye to eye with others. If you are single, you might meet more
suitors than the mind can imagine. Choosing the right one takes talent. If you are attached, work on understanding and mutual respect.
Choose to accept rather than fight. VIRGO can be challenging at
best.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive.
3-Average; 2-So-so: 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Focus on details. and don't skip any steps. Follow-through
counts more than you can imagine. When you finish up and look the
weekend in the eye, you will feel good. A partner could be difficult.
Tonight: Nap, then decide.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You are encouraged to go within and become more creative. No matter what you approach, you revitalize the situation or a
project with a more innovative sense. Your touch of ingenuity can
make all the difference in the outcome of a situation. Tonight: Fun and
games.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Remain centered, no matter what goes on. You are able to see
a child or new love interest perhaps in one of his or her most negative lights. Help this person see life in a more upbeat way. Avoid making a snippy comment or two. Tonight: Homeward bound.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Say what you feel though it could be difficult to get the words
Out. You might be hard-pressed to find the right words. Pressure
builds when new information points to the fact that you might have
made an improper judgment Tonight Hang with friends.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Be sensitive to spending. You could go way overboard without meaning to. Understand where someone is coming from, but
know that you don't have to go along for the ride. Expenses could be
extreme and difficult. Don't spend money out of frustration. Tonight:
Try to avoid going overboard.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your energy multiplies as long as you alternate activities.
How you handle someone and the decisions you make could be quite
startling to many people. You might feel insecure about your
finances. Tonight: Don't push too hard, for your sake.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Much goes on behind the scenes. You could be overwhelmed
by insecurities and doubts. Get past the issue, whether it means
speaking to someone or talking yourself past your resistances.
Tonight: Easy works.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** No one can undermine you like you. the Scorp, undermine
yourself. Stop it! Center yourself: take a walk. A meeting could be
more instrumental than you realize. Be positive. and good results will
come forward. Examine your abilities carefully. Tonight. Where the
action is.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** All eyes look to you, forcing your hand. Take a stand, and
someone might quickly detach and no longer be a quiet supporter.
You are juggling different concerns and might be overly worried about
their impact. Careful. Tonight: A must appearance

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Stretch mentally and see what is happening with someone
else. You can never really relate to someone until you come to a
more complete understanding of what that person goes through.
Open up and think positively. Tonight: Sort through mixed messages
and decide to do only what you want.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your abilities to move forward and perhaps come to a better understanding emerge You might want to rethink a situation
openly with the parties involved. Your ability to relate to one specific
individual might need to emerge. Tonight. An important discussion.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Others could steal your thunder. That type of behavior could
be most upsetting Listen to your inner voice when dealing with a key
person in your life. Go forward and gain a better understanding.
Tonight. Go with a suggestion

BORN TODAY
Mechanical engineer Rudolf Diesel (1858), singer Irene Cara (1959),
singer Charley Pride (1938)

Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Looking Back
tests by the Murriy Woman's
Club were Sarah Sams, Murray
High, music; Janet Byerly, Faxon.
junior essay; Vicki Pat Lamb,
Calloway High, senior essay;
Christi Conaway, Faxon. elementary poetry; Marietta Farris. Calloway High, senior poetry; Marilyn Parks. Murray High. sewing;
and Denise Grogan, Murray High.
art.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr and Mrs. James
Dale Miller; and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Crain.
Fifty years ago
Ed Fenton, Murray Postmaster.
spoke at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray Woman's Club House. He
was introduced by his father and
program chairman. Harry Fenton.
Ninety-six 4-H leaders were
guests of the Peoples Bank and
Bank of Murray on March 14
at the Murray College High School
cafeteria. The leaders were recognized for the work they had
done for the 4-H Club members.
George Corder, chairman of the
4-H Club program, was speaker.
North Marshall, First Regional
High School Basketball Champions. lost to Shelby County in its
game at the Kentucky High School
Basketball Tournament at Lexington.
Sixty years ago
The Murray Electric System
will let a contract to build a
modern warehouse at the corner
of Walnut and North Third Streets.
according to an announcement
made by Vernon Hale, chairman
of the Murray Electric System
Board, at the Meeting of the
Murray City Council.
The Green Pastures Program
for Calloway County has been
announced by S.V. Foy. county
agent.
Prof. Harry Sparks spoke at
the meeting of the Murray Business and Professional Women's
Club held at the National Hotel.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 17-yearold senior in high school. My
boyfriend, "Kenny." is 18 and
goes to college five hours away.
I'd like to visit him over the
weekend sometime. hut I need
my parents' permission. Morn is
OK .with it, as long as I take the
train (she doesn't want me drivtia
t i dniesi
nngcethaao

for a year, but we dated for six
years. He has been pressuring me
to get pregnant.
I'm not ready to he a mom. I
work and go to school. Every
time we talk about having a baby.
Dan becomes irate and yells that
he'll divorce me for being selfish. 1 can ne,.er get my point
across when I talk to him. I considered getting pregnant so he
will shut up and leave me alone.
I am so unhappy. He always puts
his needs before mine.
I realize that married couples
make sacrifices. but Dan isn't willing to. We have issues to work
on, but he has made it clear that
he isn't going to change. It's his
way or the highway.
I still love Dan and would
hate to fail as a wife. but what
can I do? I knew Dan could be
controlling. but I thought things
would be better after we were
married. I Just turned 26 and I'm
learning more about life. I can
see that this was never a healthy
relationship. But I have invested
seven years of my life with this
man. Please help! -- STANDING
AROUND IN NEWARK, N.J.
DEAR
STANDING
AROUND: Staying married to
someone because you have invested seven years is a poor reason
to stay married. Seven more years
and a baby (or morel will not
improve your husband's controlling nature. If you think *my way
or the highway" seems difficult
now, imagine yourself on the highway with a child or two in tow.
You have serious decisions to
make about your future. I agree
that the relationship you have
described is not healthy. How
much more time do you plan to
invest'? Unless your husband realizes he needs help, he won't change.
Please talk to a licensed counselor. You need more help than
anyone can offer in an advice
column.

and I pay for
it. Dad is oldfashioned. He
dislikes the
act
that
fKaecnt
Kenny
would
be
unsupervised
in his dorm
Dear Abby for a whole
weekend,
even though
By Abigail
Kenny has a
Van Buren
roommate.
We've been together for a long
time and have been unsupervised
before, but Dad's still uneasy. He
treats me like I'm youtiger than
my age. I'm almost 18 and have
traveled alone by plane. I'm
respectful to my parents and feel
I deserve Dad's trust.
Kenny and I love each other,
but having a long-distance relationship is difficult since we hardly get to see each other. Dad
likes and approves of Kenny. but
thinks it's "unnecessary" for me
to visit him since we call. Skype
and text each other often. How
can I get my father to see my
point of view'?
GROWN-UP
GIRL IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
DEAR GROWN-UP GIRL:
You probably can't -- but your
mother may be able to, which is
why you should enlist her help
in talking to your father for you.
However, if that doesn't work, the
alternative would be for Kenny'
to travel to visit you when he's
able to get away for a weekend.
•....
DEAR ABBY': My husband.
TO MY IRISH READERS:
"Dan." and I have been married
A happy St. Patrick's Day.

Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. March 17.
the 76th day of 2011. There are
289 days left in the year. This is
St. Patrick's Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1762. New York's first St.
Patrick's Day parade took place.
On this date.
In 1776. British forces evacuated Boston during the Revolutionary War.
In 1906, President Theodore
Roosevelt first likened crusading
journalists to a man with "the
muckrake in his hand" in a speech
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In 1992, 29 people were killed
in the truck bombing of the Israeli
embassy in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Ten year; ago: OPEC decided
to curtail its official output by
four percent, or one million barrels of oil a nay, in an effort to
halt a recent slide in oil prices,
a decision the Bush administration called "disappointing
Five years ago: Federal regulators reported the deaths of two
women in addition to four others
who had taken the abortion pill
RU-486
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DISPOSING
OF LATEX
PAINT
Dear
Heloise:
I
have
some
LEFTOVER
LATEX
PAINT
and
by
need to know
Heloise
the best way
to dispose of
it. Can I just put it in my trash
can'? -- Heather, via e-mail
Heather, good question. The
American Coatings Association
says to NEVER pour paint down
a toilet, sink or storm sewer drain.
Look for an organization like
a school, church or theater group
that would appreciate the donation of leftover paint. Many cities
offer a solid-waste pickup day when
paint can be taken for disposal.
If you can't do any of the
above, small amounts of latex
paint can be allowed to air out
completely (some areas don't allow
this, so you may need to check
city regulations) by removing the
lid and putting the open can somewhere away from children and
animals. Large amounts of latex
paint need to be added to an
absorbent material like sawdust,
shredded newspaper or cat litter

and allowed to COMPLETELY
dry, and then it can be put into
a trash can.
Did you know that if you have
a lot of leftover light-colored paint,
you can take it hack to the paint
store, which might he able to tint
it a darker color'?
Heloise
BRA EXTENDERS
Dear Readers: Did you know
that you can buy bra extenders
to make a bra more comfortable
when traveling or if you have
gained weight, are pregnant or
have a medical problem"
The extender is a small piece
of bralike material that adds ,t
couple of inches to the width of
a bra. It can be bought for under
$10 and comes in several colors,
with different hook numbers. They
usually can be found in the lingerie department of department
stores, or can be ordered online.
-- Helots,:
VOTIVE CLEANING
Dear Heloise: A sure way to
clean glass votive holders: Fill a
votive cup about 3/4 full with water.
Microwave on high for about 45
seconds. Carefully remove from
the microwave, pour the water out
and wipe clean with a paper towel.
The glass will be "clean as a
whistle." -- Marilyn Buzbee in
Baton Rouge, La.
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36
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What a bright idea! However.
please don't pour down the drain.
Dispose of it safely. -- Heloise
PILLOWCASES
INSIDE OUT
Dear Heloise: I have severe
allergies and wash my bed linens
frequently I always turn my pillowcases inside out before reaching for the pillow to place inside,
because that makes it easier to
get the case on the pillow. I also
realized that if I store my pillowcases inside out when not in use,
it keeps them clean and makes
them easier/faster to use when I
need them. -- Teri Z. in Chicago
TOOTHPASTE
Dear Heloise: In order to
squeeze the most out of my toothpaste tube. I lay it on the bathroom counter and run the handle
of my hairbrush from the bottom
of the tube to the top. -- Laura
Knott. Huntington Beach. Calif.
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, PO, Bo.r
795000, San Antonio, 7X 782795000, or you can fax it to 1-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
102011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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effective. In fact, a study presented at an American College of
Cardiology conference at that time
found more complications Islafold)from surgery than experienced
by those who got the clip It is
important to note that the company that manufactures the MittaClip funded the study; nevertheless, doctors called it a turning
point for advanced procedures_
Here's the glitch. While the
clip is commercially available in
Europe, from what I can understand, it has yet to receive FDA
approval in the United States,
even though the procedure has been
performed numerous times here
under FDA protocol. Without FDA
approval, insurance companies
might not cover the procedure,
and there might be restrictions.
The system includes a catheterbased device delivered to the heart
through a blood vessel in the leg.
It is designed to reduce significant regurgitation by clipping
together the leaflets of the rnitral
valve. Repair with the clip is performed by physicians in the
catheterization laboratory. Because
the heart beats, there is no need
for bean-lung bypass-machine
in volvement.
This is a highly personal decision and shouldn't be made lightly. and without the advice of your
physicians. If the procedure is as
good as tt sounds, your recuperation will be minimal, and your
body will be less traumatized;
however. it may not be available
to you. Ask your physician for a
referral to a cardiologist for a
second opinion. Reach out to a
large teaching facility in your area
or call your state medical society for their suggestions. I congratulate you for taking the initiative to educate yourself regarding the newest procedures for
mitral-valve prolapse. Keep in
mind that you may be a candidate for other, less invasive procedures to correct your MVP.
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DEAR DR. (;OTT: I learned
I had moral-valve prolapse(MVP)
about 40 years ago and have had
it monitored ever since. I am now
65 and otherwise healthy. I have
always had
spells where
heart
my
would
start
beating real
fast, but they
have
been
more recent
lately, occurring almost
once a month.
About
Dr. Gott
four
years
ago. my carBy
Dr. Peter Gott diologist put
use on 20 milligrams lisinopril daily. My blood
pressure is 135/80. Since then,
we moved from California to
Arkansas Last month, a new doctor took me off lisinopril and prescribed 60 milligrams diltiazem
twice a day He referred me to
another cardiologist. The new cardiologist wants me to start taking 240 milligrams Pradaxa instead
and suggested I undergo valve
repair ASAP.
The surgeon he is referring me
to repairs by splitting the breast
and putting a ring around the
valve. My research shows newer
and less intrusive methods for
repairing initral valves (like the
MitraClipi. Can you refer me to
a doctor in Arkansas that does
these new procedures? What do
you think about the procedure and
starting the Pradaxa?
DEAR READER: The New
York Daily News ran an article
on this subject almost a year ago,
following years of apparent successful use in Europe. Reports were
the tiny medical clip might literally save millions of Americans
from open-heart surgery. Mitral
regurgitation affects more than 8
million people in the United States.
The clip is reported to be far
safer than surgery and nearly as
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Patient questions
cardiologist's methods

Hints From Noloiso
to the Gridiron Club in WashingtonIn 1910, the Camp Fire Girls
organization was formed. (It was
formally presented to the public
on this date two years later.)
In 1941, the National Gallery
of Art opened in Washington. D.C.
In 1966, a U.S. midget submarine located a missing hydrogen bomb which had fallen from
an American bomber into the
Mediterranean off Spain.
In 1970. the United States cast
its first veto in the U.N. Security Council.
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'len years ago
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lucas
Cherry: a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Steven Crook: and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bart Richard Crum,
The United States Achievement
Academy announced that Bridget Swatzell of Murray has been
named a national award winner
in mathematics.
Judy.. Denton. Peggy Allgood and
Joe Plucknett of Campbell Realty were installed into the Murray Calloway County Board of
Realtors March 14.
Twenty years ago
Final dark-fired tobacco sales
at Murray and Mayfield floors
for the week ending March 15
totaled 83,672 pounds. according
to reports. Season totals at both
cities reached 7,524,336 pounds
with average price in Murray of
$187 per hundred and in Mayfield at $184 per hundred.
The Land Between the Lakes
has been approved by the United Nations as one of the world's
seven newest biosphere reserves.
Tommy Richter and Crystal
Henderson were declared the
Associational winners at the Blood
River Baptist Association's Youth
Bible Drill on Tuesday. March
12. at the Associational building
at Hardin.
Thirty years ago
Construction on the industrialaccess roadway began today. Bulldozers from the John Woodruff
Construction Co.. contractor for
the project, were clearing away
trees and brush from the site, located on a dirt farm-access road
off Old 641 where it joins new
641.
City stickers are now on sale
for $15 at the city clerk's office.
May 31 is the last day to purchase stickers without a penalty.
Plans have been completed for
the 17th semi-annual Antique
Show to he held at the Jaycee
Civic Center on March 21-23.
Forty years ago
First place winners in the con-
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Dad's old-fashioned attitudes
derail daughter's travel plans
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SPRING HOME IMPROVEMENT

Thursday, March 17, 2011

Cut down on summer cooling bills with preparation
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Winter is almost at an end and
spring and summer are right around
the corner.
Now is the time for homeowners to
get their home cooling and ventilation system ready for warmer weather when there's plenty of time to get
the work done as well as prepare
your home to keep the cool air in and
summer steam out.
Michael Garrison, owner of D and
M Heating and Cooling of Murray.
has some advice for those that want
to make sure their equipment will be
ready. Garrison recommends a
"spring" service for cooling equipment.
"Which is basically a good cleaning and a check of the freon charge."
he said. "You also need to insure that
you keep your filter changed on a
regular basis."
Garrison said much of what is
required, except a freon charge can
also be done by the homeowner without professional attention, but if in
doubt seek help.
"The main thing is to make sure

that, when the unit is serviced, the
water hose is actually being used to
clean the condenser coil." he said.
Winter weather doesn't harm cooling equipment because they are
designed for exterior installation, but
it does no harm to keep them covered
to keep debris out.
Not much is required as far as shutting down a heating system in
warmer weather.
Sometimes equipment needs to be
replaced and D and M offers full
services for those that want to purchase new equipment of make
repairs to existing models.
"We do full-system replacement
and service all brands," Garrison
said.
Other tips for proper operation of
your cooling system include taking
notice of even small problems with
your air conditioner, according to
guideforgreenliving.com.
Small
issues often lead to major, expensive
TOM BERRY / Ledger 8. Times
problems if unattended. If your air
conditioner seems unresponsive, Darren Parker, of D and M Heating and Cooling of Murray, installs a new air-conditioning heatcheck to make sure that it is set to ing system at a local home recently. Cooling units may require inspection or possible replacement this spring to get the equipment ready to cool homes during the upcoming summer
months.
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Tools, techniques for effective spring cleaning
MELISSA KOSSLER DUTTON
er to remove the dirt. Change the water
and cloth as necessary. Avoid washing
For The Associated Press
Spring is the time of year when windows on sunny days because the
homes often get a thorough cleaning. cleaner will dry too quickly and leave
Using the right tools, techniques and streaks.
Window blinds: Close plastic
products for different surfaces and
types of dirt from windows to coun- blinds and wipe with a damp cloth,
ters to floors, is key to doing the job Johnson said. Reverse the slats and
easily and effectively. said Debra clean the other side of the blinds with
Johnson, training manager for the a clean. damp cloth. Use a tool
Merry Maids housecleaning company designed for blind cleaning to clean
between the slats. For cloth blinds, use
in Memphis,Tenn.
"It makes the job easier if you have a vacuum attachment to remove dust
and dirt.
the right products," she said.
Wood floors: Wash floors with a
Begin with the rooms or areas that
seem the dirtiest, suggested Carolyn cleaner designed for wood surfaces.
Forte, director of the Home Forte said. Choose the cleaner that's
Appliances and Cleaning Lab at the appropriate for the finish on the floor,
Good
Housekeeping
Research either wax or polyurethane. She favors
using a microfiber cloth on a mop with
Institute.
a swivel head.
"Start with the thing that bothers you
Laminate floors: Since laminate is
most." she said. "Do the bigger jobs
a very durable surface, it can be
first."
cleaned with a variety of cleaning
Johnson and Forte offered the folproducts. hot water and a mop or
lowing advice for effective spring
microfiber cloth. Johnson said.
cleaning.
Rugs: Send area rugs that cannot go
Windows: Use an ammonia-based
in a washing machine to a professioncleaner and microfiber cloth, Forte
Page 4
said. Make sure to use plenty of clean- •

See

AP Photo/Jason Redmond
In this March 10, 2011 photo Merry Maids employee Esther Jimenez cleans the bathroom of a
home in Burbank, Calif. Spring cleaning is easier and more efficient if you use the right tools,
techniques and products.
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•Spring cleaning tips ...

III Cooling savings ...
From Page 2
"cooling'. mode. Homeowners
often forget to change their systems from "heat" mode once the
weather changes. Before it's
needed, run the system for a few
minutes to make sure that it is
working. If you wait until it gets
really hot, your HVAC contractor
may be busy and you'll have to
suffer through the heat until a professional has time to respond.
A good way to keep your home
cool is to keep the heat out. This
can be done by closing the drapes
on windows facing the sun. You
should also try to avoid heat-generating activities, such as cooking. on hot days. Use a range fan
to vent the hot air out of the
house. By reducing the amount of
heat, you will have to use less
energy to cool.
Use window or ceiling fans to
cool your home when possible
instead of automatically turning
on the air conditioner. Circulating
air can make your home feel cool
and comfortable in a much more

Thursday. March 17. 2011

efficient was than air conditioning. Make sure your home isn't
losing cool air. By weather-stripping and caulking around windows. doors and electrical outlets
on outer walls, you can prevent
losing cool air from your home
and prevent hot air from getting
in.
You may also improve insulation on outer walls. You should
also consider installing storm
doors for the same reasons if your
home doesn't already have them.
Keep the flue closed if you have a
fireplace.
These moves provide an extra
barrier against the escape of cool
air. All of these options will make
cooling your home more efficient
and will save you money. Always
select an energy efficient cooling
system if possible. Try looking for
the Energy Star logo and compare
the amount of electricity each
piece of equipment may use.
D and Heating and Cooling is
located at 1828 Ky. 121 North in
Murray. For service, call 7590929.

From Page

3

al cleaner to avoid discolonng or
damaging them. recommended
Johnson. Set smaller rugs outside
for a good airing, she added. When
vacuuming a rug located in a doorway or other high traffic area. turn
the rug over and run the sweeper on
the underside of the rug, Forte said.
Dust: Work from the top down to
avoid dirtying areas that were just
cleaned, Johnson said. Use a vacuum attachment to remove cobwebs
and dust in corners. The vacuum
also is a good way to remove dust
from lampshades and upholstered
surfaces. Avoid feather dusters.
Johnson added, as they just move
the dust around.
Wipe furniture with a damp cloth
because dust can scratch wood surfaces. Forte said. She suggests
spraying a microfiber cloth with a
small amount of furniture polish.
Tile: Spray a foaming bathroom
cleaner on tiled surfaces and leave
it on for a few minutes. Remove the
cleaner with a clean rag or sponge.
If the grout has mildew, use a prod-

uct designed to reino‘e it. It may
take several applications and a lot
of scrubbing with a grout brush to
thoroughly clean the grout.
Johnson said.
Bathroom sinks and counters:
Foaming cleaners or those designed
to remove soap scum will work
best. Make sure the cleaner you
choose is safe for any special stone
or countertop in the bathroom.
Kitchen sinks and counters:
Use cleaners that are more acidic or
anti-bacterial in the kitchen.
Johnson said. Read the labels on
cleaners as some may need to be
left on the surface for a few minutes
before being wiped off. Forte
added. Make sure the cleaner is
appropriate for the counter material.
Here are a few additional tips for
successful housecleaning from
Allen Rathey, president of the
Housekeeping Channel. a website
dedicated to efficient cleaning:
• Clean dry to wet. Always sweep
a floor before mopping. Wetting
dirt will make it harder to remove.
• More is not always better.

Follow the labels on cleaning products to avoid using too much.
Residue from cleaning products
can attract more dirt.
•When trying to remove a spot or
clean a dirty area. start wiping or
scrubbing gently. Too much pressure can damage the surface undc:
the dirt.
•Get extra life out of a clean cloth
by folding it in quarters. When one
side becomes dirty. refold the cloth
to reveal a clean side.
• Purchase doormats for the interior and exterior of your home. The
mats will collect and absorb din
and prevent it from being spread
indoors.
• Cleaning equipment should be
washed regularly. Put sponges in
the dishwater or microwave to sterilize. Wash microfiber rags in hot
water without fabric softener. Clean
brooms and scrub bnishes in soapy
water or hydrogen peroxide.
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By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
As spring weather rolls in. man), homeowners begin
moving their thoughts to the outdoors. Patio furniture is
dragged out, gardens are planted and lawns are mowed. It's
the perfect time to start looking at outdoor home improvement projects. like a new deck.
A good deck allows for a nice outdoor space to relax or
entertain. The homeowner doesn't have to worry about
damp ground or an uneven patio, and the wooden deck
adds an appealing look to the backyard. It can be used as an
outdoor kitchen, complete with a grill and serving area, or
just a place to lay out and read on a warm summer day.
When it comes to selecting the materials for a deck,
Ricky Atkins, vice president of Murray Lumber Company,
said there are numerous options. The two main types are
treated lumber or a composite product. with the former
being the most popular currently.
"The majority of decks are built using treated decking.
You can paint or stain it. and the main advantage is it is so
much less expensive than composite materials." Atkins
said.
Atkins said the treatment of the wood allows it to last
longer in an outdoor environment than a standard wood
product.
A newer option for decks is a composite product. Atkins
said most are made with a blend of wood fiber and plastic,
while some are just PVC and other PVC encapsulated.
They have a woodgrain texture, giving it a realistic look

Another option for a deck is stained concrete. but it
would have to be much lower to the ground than a deck
could be.
After determining the base of the deck, there are even
more options available for railings. The most common
would be using the same material as the decking, but
Atkins said other options exist for a personalized touch.
For a decorative touch, some homeowners are installing
aluminum ballisters in between two pieces of wood, or
experimenting with glass options. Some are opting for
vinyl handrails. A newer option that is starting to gain popularity is an iron railing.
"Iron railings haven't adapted here yet but I think it's
coming," Atkins said."You can put a wood handrail on top
of it or just leave it."
Elsewhere on the exterior of the home, Atkins said he is
seeing PVC composite material used for other applications.
For exterior fascias and soffit areas. a PVC option exists
that allows for painting, unlike the decking composite.
"It's really catching on. You can put it up and paint it but
it's made of PVC. It's more expensive, but I've seen quite
a bit more of it being used now," Atkins said.
When looking at adding a deck, especially if it's a do-ityourself project, be sure to consult with a lumber expert to
adbuilder com
ensure all options are discussed. If hiring a contractor, be
and feel.
sure to review all options. even the ones that may seem out
"Once you lay the composite down, you're essentially of reach financially. Investing in a quality deck now will
done." he said. -There is no staining or painting, it's col- provide a better product in coming years and add a lasting
value to the property.
ored all the way through."
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Ask a designer: Doors, a forgotten design element
MELISSA RAYWORTH
For The Associated Press
Its a design opporl 11111 is that's easily missed:
Even the most stylishly decorated rooms often
have bland wooden doors with cheap hardware.
High-end designers have alwas s made doors a
priority. says Brian Patrick Hy nn. an interior
designer and founder of decordemon.com. "If y ou
look at any Fifth Avenue apartment" in NeVk York
City, he say s. "you'll probably fall in love w id)
their doors because they blend architecture ss ith
decorating and make it really special;
But many of us ignore the doors in our homes.
not realizing what a difference they can make to
the look of a room.
Whether your style is traditional or modern, subtle or bold, improving your doors can give your
rooms an easy facelift.
Interior designer Emily Henderson. host of
HGTV's "Secrets horn a Stylist," uses doors as a
canvas for anything from wallpaper or stenciling
to textured paint or artfully applied gold leaf.
Decorated doors can "bring a bit oh surprise glamour" she sass. and highlight architectural elements.
But know what sort of change you're looking for
AP Pho:o Grey Crawford
This undated photo shows a room designed by Betsy Burnham. "Sometimes you want your door to be disguised'
Whether your style is traditional or modern, subtle or bold, improving and blend quietly into the space. Henderson Sj •
Other times. you're seeking a burst of color or leyyour doors can give your rooms an easy facelift.
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INFUSING STYLE
Painting with bold or contrasting colors can
quickly make a door the star of a space. Hy nn
says.
Try painting an entire door white and letting it
dry for at least tile day. Then put painters' tape
over the areas y mid like to keep as white accents.
and paint the entire dot)t another color (glossy
Aker removing the tape.
black is great. he say
touch up any imperfect spots with a tiny brush.
Another option that Flynn loves: Have doors
upholstered with leather or geometric print fabric
to add softness and style. Leather is easy to wipe
clean. he says. and "if it ages over tune, that ()Ilis
adds to the look."
Bring the door to an upholsterer or do it yourself
by wrapping the door in cotton batting and attaching fabric with jstaple gull along the sides. Tap the
staples with a hammer to recess them, then paint
over them in a color that matches the fabric. You
can also glue ribbon over the staples to hide them.
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BRINGING THE I.00K OF
THE HOME TOGETHER
"Look at your doors." says Los Angeles-based
III See Next Page
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II From Page 6
designer Betsy Burnham. "Do they all match" II you want
a cohesive style throughout the home. in painting every
door the same color and accessorizing each with the same
stylish hardware.
Burnham usually chooses white or oft-white paint for
doors and door frames. "but in one house I did all the doors
sort of a khaki." she says. "which was more modern." If
you want a bolder statement, she suggests painting all the
doors a dark shade of charcoal and using oil-rubbed bronze
doorknobs.
Henderson and Flynn agree that consistency is important
for doors that all face the same hallway. On the sides facing into rooms, you can indulge your imagination. But for
the sides facing a hallway. "it could look unintentionally
messy" rather than creative if the hardware and paint colors

Lately-. Fly nn has merged tun and function by putting
elaborate door knockers on bedroom doors.
If you want to highlight your home's history or just bring
a vintage look to the rooms, consider using doors reclaimed
from older buildings. Flea markets and antique shops may
have great doors for low prices. They can he accessorized
with vintage hardware or new pieces in a vintage style.
But Henderson cautions that installation can he tough.
"I've tried replacing knobs." she says. "and it's actually
turned into a hit of a nightmare."
Another nontraditional option: Use shiny. metallic paint
or cover the back of a door with chalkboard paint so you
can leave quick notes, scrawl grocery lists or let kids get
cream C.

don't match.
EXPRESS/N(; YOURSELF
Doors are a great was to personalize a space. Burnham
says. A classic six-panel door has .1 very different feeling
than a heavy wooden plank door with lots of dramatic hardware.
Front doors can he a great place to express your sty le. A
custom -designed door with expensive hardware can have a
huge impact and he worth the investment. Burnham says.
One option is to "keep the house sort of neutral and do a
pop of color at the front door." she says. "We've seen red
doors used really well. You could even do a bright teal."
Inside your home, you can use doorknobs and other hardware "like jewelry." Burnham says. Try cry stal or chinoiserie knobs, oiled bronze metal hardware or shiny chrome.
depending on your style.

ADDING SQUARE FOOTAGE
If closet doors swing out into a small room, consider
replacing them with hi-fold doors or pocket doors.
Or remove closet doors entirely and turn the area into
open shelving. To give it a finished look, wallpaper the
closet interior and hang tieback draperies where the doors
w ere.
Burnham loves this idea. hut says it only works if you're
someone who will keep storage areas neat. Many clients
ask to have doors removed to expose open shelving, she
say "hut it's a really special client who can keep that looking great."
One last hit of advice: If you do remove hi-fold doors,
don't get rid of them. They make great freestanding room
div iders. Flynn says, especially if you paint or upholster
them. In a bedroom that doubles as an office. "it's a great
was to ,Ielmeate work space from sleep space."
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AP Photo-Blayne Beacham

undated photo shows a leather door designed by
Brian Patrick Flynn, Whether your style is traditional
or modern, subtle or bold, improving your doors can
give your rooms an easy facelift
This
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Check roofs for winter damage repair needs
By HAWKINS TEAGUE a rooting professional to
inspect the roof. Replace
Staff Writer
With se‘ ere thunder- any broken shingles or
storms has mg already hit contact a roofing profesCalloway County before sional to do the job, but
the olticial start ol spring. don't wait. Shingles that
it makes es en more sense are damaged or missing
than usual lot homeovsn- can cause water to enter
ers to check their houses into your home causing
tor potential yymter dam- major interior issues."
The second important
age before another one
is to clean the guttei
task
hits.
"During the year, gutte
Larry Swift of Swift
Roofing said he recom- can collect a wide ratle
mends seN eral basic items Of debris, including dirt.
to check ever\ year belore leases, twigs and esen
spring storms begin. The wasp nests.- Swift said.
as
first is to inspect the root. "It's best to get at them
"Winter can be sery early as possible to clear
that
tough on your home's away obstructions
flow
roof.- Swift said. "The ice yyill slow or stop the
of water. Also be sure to
and snow can cause an
check the down spouts to
damot
amount
e\acme
make sure they are secureage. Now is the time to
ly connected and pointed
brofor
inspect your root
away from the house so
ken or missing shingles.
that no water stands
of
Use a ladder and a pair
around \ our house's fowlbinoculars to closely
See Next Page
.
inspect the root or contact

HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger & Times
Pictured are common examples of roof damage that
need to be repaired in the spring
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Right at home: Atmospherics bring a sense of quiet

•From Previous
dation
Switt said v. ind damage is
probably. the most common
problem he addresses at this
time of year. Shingles can he
broken loose around the rake
edges and wind can get through
to the inside of the house.
Another problem is clogged-up
gutters that back water up underneath the shingles. When gutters
are clogged and it is extremely
windy, they can break free and
fall from the roof. Regular maintenance and checkups are key.
Swift said.
"Typically. 75 percent of it
could be prevented with proper
maintenance and inspection of
the gutters or the roof," he said.
"Typically. by the time they call
me. it's when there's an issue."
Swift said that even though
this year's storms have already
been bad, there could he worse
ones in April and May. It would
he a good idea to have clean gutters since they will get plenty
use once trees and flowers are in
full bloom, he said.

Leal%
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KIM COOK
For The Associated Press
"Atmospheric" decor is characterized by
soft textures. transparency.. iridescence. opacity -- or even all of those at once. It can create a mood of quietude and retreat.
And it is. some designers say. popular now
as an antidote to an increasingly tarring and
sped-up world.
"We're seeking balance and understanding.
and we want to unclutter our minds." says
design consultant Laura Guido-Clark of
Berkeley. Calif. Despite atmospheric decor's
quiet. it has "an inherent energy." she says.
Many of these elements were on the runways of Monique Lhuilher and Chanel this
spring, and in furnishings, they offer a counterpoint to the season's alter ego. an exuberant jumble trunk of hot hues and wild colors.
The colors in atmospherics tend to he lightweight and sheer -- as Guido-Clark notes.
"veiled like mist or air." Yet there can he elements of strength and punts. We see a lot of
dreamy hues - soft whites, blush, silver —
hut also hefty colors - graphite, charcoal.
Textures include wile, moire silk, stubbed
wool, crystal. hammered metals, blown glass.
ceramic, even translucent concrete.
Mud Australia, a top ceramics studio, creates heautitully curvy vessels and plates in
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soft, chalky hues with names like "ocean."
"milk," "powder," "dust."
Japanese designer Tokujin Yoshioka creates
conceptual turnituie out of interesting materials. He's designed a line of thick, clear polycarbonate furniture for Kartell called The
Invisible.. And Paper Cloud, created for
Monist), is a white, fluffy sectional sofa.
Describing his interest in light and wind.
Yoshioka says. "I'm fascinated by elements
that stir and stimulate the imagination."
Italian designer Diego Grandi. who along
with Manola Rossi created the voluptuously
elegant gold-glazed Oppiacei Table. says. "I
call myself a 'slow addict.' I listen to silence
with pleasure."
Trove's dreamlike wallpapers include ('id.
with a cloud motif, an oceanic Sargasso; and
Nekkar and Askella. both featuring a cascade
of feathery petals.
At Design Within Reach. find One & Co.'s
47 Table, a chunk of timber given a shimmers.
coat of silver. Or gravitate toward the Toto
Cube Lamp. created by a French wine tank
manutacturer during its quiet season: the
lamp is large enough to use as a seat or table,
and is lit from inside with a warm glow.
Pier I has the Swirl Lamp. a sinuous twist
of antiqued silver, and ruched, voile throw
pillows in foggy. smoky hues. Ruffles in

lignrn eight fabrics work nicely in this theme,
check out l'rhan Outfitters and Pottery Barn
tor frothy. watercolored shower curtains and
bedding.
1 Gallerie has a spherical lamp made ot
hundreds of oyster shell tiles, its iridescence
is both organic and jewel-like. Find here also
the Cloud vase. a milky swirl of cirrus glass.
Rouhim Rugs has 'Tony Duquette's
Malachite rug. an eddy of emerald and ink
like a sliver of the mineral itself. And
Campion Platt's Mariner rug collection.
inspired by travels through the Turks &
Caicos. uses the soothing natural patterns of
waves and the landscape.
Art Addiction offers several large format
prints that would create instant atmosphere,
and provide a launch point for other furnishings. A series ot dandelions. about to catch
the wind. A collection of X-rayed sea urchins
and shells, elemental and artistic. And a dramatic group of horse images in which the animals have been photographed. all sinewy
muscles and whipping manes, on a blustery,
misty day. There's something of the dream
world about them.
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Check lawn equipment before spring begins
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Spring is just around the corner
and it will be time once again to
break out the lawn mower, weed
trimmer and other small-engine yard
equipment for an annual spot-check.
Kevin Lamb. owner-manager of
Lamb's Small Engine Repair on
Industrial Drive in Murray has some
advice on what needs to be done
before you start up your equipment
to tackle that first yard project. The
proper functioning of equipment and
your own safety are vital, so don't
neglect a few simple precautions
before you start the engine.
"First thing you need to do is to
change the oil.- Lamb says. "Make
sure you grease everything. Sharpen
your blades. If you have any flat
tires you need to fix them and make
sure the air (pressure) is right.A quick inspection of the equipment for unexpected situations is
also important.
"One key thing is to make sure
there's no mice living in it." Lamb
said. "They will get up into the

engine and then when you crank it .it
doesn't cool like it's suppose to. You
can also get spider webs and other
things like that, but they don't tend
to cause problems like the mice do."
A change of fluids is also recommended: particularly gas which
won't last long and may develop
condensate over a period of nine.
"We also recommend changing the
gas and putting some fresh gas in.Lamb said.
A gas dryer will help. but replacement is better, according to Lamb.
"All the companies tell us these
days that gas lasts about 30 days.
Then it's deteriorated and it's no
good." he said.
Safety is of utmost importance.
"Make sure all your safety device
work,- Lamb said.
Check all guards. levers. scoops
and other equipment to make sure
they are properly attached, in good
repair and safe to use.
An overall inspection of any piece
of machinery is a good idea to head

•See Next Page
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TOM BERRY Ledger & Times
Kevin Lamb, of Lamb's Small Engine Repair of Murray, exhibits some of the store's yard maintenance equipment at the Industrial Drive business. Getting lawn equipment safety checked
and ready for spring should be on every homeowners "to do" list.
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•From Previous
off problems before they happen. Such as
making sure a lawnmower. weed-trimmer
or other equipment have not been damaged,
such as a lawnmower with an uneven cut.
"(That could) come from hitting stumps
and stuff.- Lamb said.
Regular maintenance will keep your
lawnmower and other yard equipment in
top shape and running better longer.
Other tips for taking care of your lawnmower include making sure you have a
good spark plug, according to floridagardener.com. Be sure to check the mower's
owner's manual for specific recommendations. Replace the spark plug after every
100 hours of operation.
Also check the air filter to see if it's dirty.
An engine may not run properly and may
be damaged. Service the air filter after
every 25 hours of operation or every season, whichever comes first. Remove the air
filter cartridge and gently tap it on a flat
surface. Cleaning the mower housing thoroughly to removing all dirt, grease and
grass is also a good idea.
Lawn mower blades must he kept sharp,
but never attempt to sharpen the blade
while it is on the mower. Special care
should be taken to keep the blade balanced.
An unbalanced blade will leave an uneven
cut on the lawn and can eventually cause
damage to the lawn mower or the engine.

Page 11
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Mulching is an option that will economically and consistently fertilize the lawn.
With mulching mowers, small particles of
grass are returned to the soil to biodegrade
and serve as fertilizer. In fact, mulching can
contribute up to 25 percent of the lawn's
fertilizing requirements. When mulching,
cut only one-third of the grass' height.
Clean dirt and debris from the engine air
screen and the engine's cylinder fins and
replace any worn or damaged belts. To keep
the driver system working properly. check
the gear case and area around the drive system. It should be kept clean and free of
grass and dirt buildup. Clean under the
drive cover twice each season.
Be sure not to put four-cycle gas in a twocycle engine. Also. lawnmower gas should
not be used in the weed-trimmer. The
equipment may run for a while on the
straight gasoline. but will eventually stop
and be difficult or impossible to restart. Oil
must he added to the fuel. Also, do not put
two-cycle gas in a four-cycle engine.
Weed-trimmer fuel should not be used in
the lawn mower - it's too rich. The lawn
mower may run for a while on the gas/oil
mix. hut will eventually stop and be difficult or impossible to restart because the oil
has fouled the spark plug. Dump the gas/oil
mixture out of the fuel tank, change the
spark plug and put fresh, straight gasoline
hack into the tank
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Here's an onion for climbing, not eating

Pro

LEE REICH
For The Associated Press
Would it pique your interest in a houseplant if! told you
it had no leaves?
That one of its most prominent features was an onionsize, green, fleshy bulb, which acts so energetically that it
can't be confined by soil?
Already. my climbing onion is pushing up and out of the
ground. and I've seen photos of others that completed their
escapes to grow sitting on top of the soil.
Would it pique your interest in this plant if I told you that
it figures in a mystery. "The Cactus Club Killings." a Joe
Portugal mystery by Nathan Walpow (Dell, 1999)? The
plant is innocent.)
That fleshy bulb does qualify the climbing onion (Bowiea
volubilisi as a succulent, but not every succulent — including this one — is a cactus.
No matter what its associations, I like my climbing onion.
despite the fact that one reference describes the plant as
'neither popular nor attractive. but grown by many enthusiasts as a novelty.''
IS IT PRETTY?
Let's describe the plant some more: We already have that
fleshy, green bulb pushing its way' up and out of the soil.
Mine is about 3 inches across, but over time a bulb can
grow to twice that size. With age. offsets — smaller bulbs
-- bud off the mothei plant to create new plants.

appearing, they withered and vanished.
Botanical completeness also demands mention of the
flowers — also insignificant, in this case because they are
tiny and greenish white.
And yes, I do consider this plant to be pretty. What a nice
contrast is presented by that foliage swirling like a lacy
green cloud around the smooth, green surface of the
exposed bulb.

AP Photo/Lee Reich
This undated photo shows a climbing onion (Bowiea
volubilis) in New Peitz, N.Y. Even during its period of
active growth, climbing onion is hardly a demanding
plant. It does, though, need regular watering and perhaps occasional fertilizer.
Picture next a svelte green stem poking out of the top of
the bulb. In reality, it's not a stem but a flower stalk that
after a few inches of growth sends out side branches, which
branch and branch again to create a feathery mass of
foliage. All that flower stalk greenery functions just the
way leaves do for any other plant.
For botanical completeness. I should mention the leaves.
Two small. strappy ones once sat just where the flower
stalk emerged. Their stay was limited, though; soon after
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GROWTH,ALL OF A SUDDEN
My plant suddenly thrust forth a new flower stalk in
November, and it grew daily with such vigor that it soon
needed staking. It's now a verdant, swirling mass of feathery greenery 2 to 3 feet long. Stalks from larger bulbs can
grow to 8 feet long.
Stalk growth will continue until spring, when the plant
usually gets drowsy and takes a rest. Its relatively minimal
water needs then become nil.
Even during its present period of active growth, climbing
onion is hardly a demanding plant. It does, though, need
regular watering and perhaps occasional fertilizer. But with
that fleshy bulb, a forgotten watering or two — or three or
10 — would do it no harm.
Like most other succulents. climbing onion appreciates a
sunny window.
Pests have yet to bother my climbing onion, even though
scale insects and aphids are feasting on nearby houseplants.
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Proper preparation, care critical for driveways
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Thinking about adding a driveway extension or paving over a gravel
driveway? Make sure to do all the correct prepatory work to ensure a
quality, lasting job.
Guy Mitchell, owner of Mitchell Paving, said the most important part
of a good driveway is the same as a house- The foundation. While a
contractor will help ensure the proper depth is dug and filled, there are
a few things the homeowner can do to know what may be in store. First.
check around where the driveway will go and look for any nearby trees.
"Tree roots are very damaging to asphalt or concrete if close enough.
They swell, search for water and can cause cracks in any hard surface.
I've seen them crack foundations and walls of homes and businesses."
Mitchell said.
While it's possible to pave over the area anyway and hope for the best,
the only permanent solution is to cut and remove the roots from the
area. The ideal scenario would be to remove the tree, grind the stump
and remove the roots.
Second, consider the paving options. Most driveways are either
asphalt or concrete. The advantages to an asphalt driveway is initial cost
and easier upkeep later on.
"When concrete is cracking or breaking, it's hard to do a repair on it.
You have to cut out the section and re-pour and it never quite matches
up," Mitchell said.
If choosing asphalt, be sure to have a quality seal-coat put on. A good
seal-coat will protect the driveway from UV damage, water damage and
drying issues. It also can protect against certain types of oil and gas
spills.

•See Page 16

KYSER LOUGH

Ledger & Times

Tree roots can creep up underneath driveways if not attended to. creating bumps and cracks.
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Wallpaper offers easy alternative to painting
By TOM BERRY
From plain color print to a variety
Staff Writer
of dozens and dozens of designs the
For those that may want to renosky's the limit when it comes to crevate or give the interior of a home a ative use of wallpaper.
A variety of
new face-lift this spring. the creative borders are also available
that
use of wallpaper instead of paint adhere to the wall in such a way that
may be your best bet.
if you want it removed it won't damLora McCoy, owner of Wallpaper age your paint.
For Less & Custom Framing in
The store also offers a variety of
Murray. says if you choose to deco- colorful and decorative appliqués
rate or upgrade your home with new that "peel and stick" and can be
wallpaper, colorful borders, acces- removed without cause damage to
sories or other decorative needs she walls.
has just what you may be looking for
For those that may want the wallfrom a stock of hundreds of differing paper applied professionally, that
service is also available.
designs and colors.
"I have people I recommend to put
"We try to carry a variety of different brands and companies to choose it up if they don't want to do it themfrom and different styles." McCoy selves," McCoy said.
Wallpaper for Less is located at
says."
Homeowner can be much more 922 South 12th Street in Murray.
There are many creative ways to
creative with wallpaper, considering
all the different styles and prints. use wallpaper from crafting ideas to
making clothing for paper dolls,
than is possible with paint.
"Paint is kind of plain, but with according to experts at Associated
wallpaper you can add some pizzazz Content.com. Using wallpaper for
crafting may be a great idea to be
to your walls." she said. "There's
TOM BERRY • Ledger & limes
matte, scroll, country; there's just
Literally hundreds of different wallpaper designs are available at Wallpaper for Less in Murray
•See Next Page
about anything you would want."
for anyone planning on giving the interior of their home a fresh new look this spring.
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done with leftover paper you've had sitting
around for ages.
Little girls have fun dressing their paper dolls in
different outfits that can be made from wallpaper
and it's much cheaper than buying clothing for
actual dolls. You will just need several scraps of
leftover wallpaper, a pair of scissors, a pencil,
and a paper doll. Use the doll as a template to
trace outfits of your own design - don't forget to
make little tabs to help hold the clothes on the
doll! Then cut the outfits out and let your little
girl play to her heart's content.
Other ideas include making cards. It's much
more personal and all you need is: blank cards.
scissors, a glue stick, and perhaps some stickers.
With these few items in stock, you can let your
imagination go wild. Wallpaper can also be used
to create a scrapbook. If you're into scrapbooking. you will certainly be able to get some use out
of those extra rolls of wallpaper. Scraps of wallpaper can be used as a background on the entire
page or to frame a picture, sticker, caption, or
quote. Artistic frame work is another idea.
Wallpaper is a cheaper alternative to hanging
framed artwork in your home. All you need to
buy is a picture frame. Any size will do.) Once
you have purchased a frame to complement your
wallpaper's pattern, remove the cardboard backing and use it as a template to cut the wallpaper
to size.
Leftover wallpaper is definitely worth saving.

Page 15

not only for patches and repairs. but also for creative and practical uses around the home. Using
leftover wallpaper can save a great deal of money
by eliminating the need to buy other products.
Best of all it's sturdy and decorative. Consider the
following creative uses for leftover wallpaper.
Not only will you save money. but you'll also find
many ways to embellish ordinary gifts, shelves.
blinds, and much, much more!
If you haven't priced shelf liner lately you'd be
astounded by the cost. A single roll of ordinary.
shelf liner is costlier than you might think, and
when several rolls are required it becomes a
major expense. according to ehow.com. If you
have leftover wallpaper going to waste. put it to
good use by lining cupboard shelves. Heavy.
vinyl wallpaper is perfect for lining shelves since
it's easy to work with, and best of all. it can
wiped clean whenever necessary.
When you have a gift to wrap but don't haNc
wrapping paper leftover wallpaper can come to
the rescue. Its great for wrapping gifts in a pinch,
and it will look just as good or better than expensive wrapping paper. Why buy wrapping paper
when leftover wallpaper will do the job and look
as good as gift wrap? Peel and stick appliques
can add designer appeal to a room, but it isn't
always possible to find just the right appliques for
the job. especially when the room is papered in a
TOM BERRY Ledger & Times
specific theme or design. Instead of looking for
peel and stick appliqués that really won't match, For those looking for new ideas in wallpaper, borders or other decorative
accessories, many designs are available at Wallpaper for Less.
consider making your own leftover wallpaper
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III Driveways ...
From Page 13
A seal-coated asphalt
driveway will need to be
updated and maintained
every 2-3 years with a fresh
coat.
"There are different types
of sealers, all the way from
residential do-it-yourself to
commercial and industrial
grade. It comes down to
quality. If you use a better
quality sealer, you're going
to get a lot more protection
of your property." Mitchell
said.
If tree roots make their
way under the driveway
and cause cracks, there is a
way to repair the are and
prevent future damage. If
wanting to patch an area of
existing driveway that has
root damage. Mitchell said
the entire affected area
must be cut and removed
first. Then, cut out the roots
and patch the area.
"The problem is down in

the ground and you have to
take care of the problem at
the source instead of just
patching over it." he said.
Another growth to watch
out for around the driveway
is grass. While seemingly
harmless around the edges,
it can creep into small
cracks and cause bigger
damage.
Above all, when choosing
to have a driveway or
extension put in. Mitchell
said to check the quality of
the contractor.
"Check with them and
make sure they're licensed,
insured and everything is
done right by the book and
done by regulation." he
said. "To be legal in any
business, you need to go by
the law and have insurance
and a business license. If
they don't have everything
in order and something had
happens. the business or
homeowner is going to be
responsible for it."
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Some tips on buying a new-construction home

CIOS

It's hard to say how much lower,
but Corbett offers an example:
If the house is listed at S400,000.
try going in at $375.000.
However, if recent comparable
sales at the development have gone
for $350.000, for example, then
the buyer should make an offer at
that level or below.
And if the development has 30
empty houses, that's a good indicator the bid should go even lower.
"You really negotiate three
times," Corbett says. "When you
make the offer, a counter offer and
after the inspection."
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ALEX VEIGA
AP Real Estate Writer
LOS ANGELES (API — Homebuilders are eager to rack up sales
this spring, and many are offering
incentives and even some price
reductions on homes.
So how best to find a good deal
on a new home?
While homeowners looking to
sell their properly might balk at
an offer that is too low and pull
their home off the market, homebuilders have money invested in land
and construction costs and can't
afford to just sit on the homes
they build.
With a little research, anyone considering purchasing a new construction home can improve their
chances of negotiating a better deal,
says Michael Corbett. real estate
expert and author of "Before You
Buy! The Homebuyer's Handbook
for Today's Market."
When considering an already
built home. Corbett suggests buyers find out how long ago the
home was built and how many residents are living in the development.
"The bigger the inventory, the
more leverage you're going to have."

he says. "The longer it has been
on the market, the more leverage."
Another essential step is to check
the price at which comparable homes
in the development sold, but ignore
transactions that are more than 60
to 90 days old.
It also is important not to put
too much stock in the price of
other, similar homes in the development that have yet to sell —
an argument one might hear from
a builder's sales representative.
"A house is only worth what
it's going to sell for. so don't be
bamboozled by a higher price on
the properties that are sitting there,"
Corbett says.
To structure an initial offer on
a new construction home. one must
weigh the recent comparable home
prices, how many homes are left
to be sold in the development and
how long the home has been unsold.
But definitely make an offer that
is below: the asking price. Corbett
says.
"Some buyers are timid, they
don't want to insult anyone." he
says. "In today's market, go in a
little bit lower. Unless you do,
you're never going to hit the middle ground you want to hit."

Among other tips Corbett recommends:
• Even though a new home often
comes with a guarantee, pay for a
home inspection so you avoid any
repair surprises.
• Get a real estate agent or
lawyer to assist with the transaction.
• Don't be fooled by model
home staging tricks. such as smaller-scale furniture, glass tables and
doors removed from their hinges
in interior rooms — tactics often
used to make the home look bigger.
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Customer Service, call us today
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why Hill Electric is Murray's
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Close cropping is an easy way to gain garden space
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DEAN FOSDICK
F )1- The Associated Press
Gardeners react no differently
than anyone else when times are
tough: They tighten spending and
try to squeeze more ir0111 their
budgets. Some turn to close cropping — crowding plants as a cheap
and easy way. to maximize yields
from miniMal space.
Placing garden plants shoulderto-shoulder is not a new idea.
Native Americans are credited
with introducing the "Three
Sisters- concept. in which corn.
beans and squash were planted
alongside one another. The nitrogen-rich climbing beans used the
corn stalks for structure, while the
ground-hugging squash smothered
weeds and reduced soil evaporation. The result: three interdependent and eminently edible crops
produced from the same ground.
If done right. massing plants in
their growing beds is also an efficient way for urban gardeners to
make the most of patios or decks,
balconies or fire escapes.

-Many gardeners find themselves in a situation ot wanting to
grow either more produce in the
same amount of space. or grow
similar amounts in a reduced
area.- said Ben Sturtevant. a marketing specialist with Johnny 's
Selected Seeds in Winslow.
Maine. "This leads to finding
ways to change methods or use
new methods ot production."'
Traditional single-row spacing
varies, but smaller crops like
radishes, leaf lettuces and beets
usually are assigned about a foot
between the rows. Sturtevant said.
Larger plants. including beans.
cabbage and broccoli. generally
are given I to 3 feet
Garden beds can he compressed.
however. if managed properly.
That includes letting enough air
how around the plants to prevent
mildew. Sturtevant said.
It also means using rich soil. said
Derek Fell, author of more than
WO garden publications. "If you

•See Next Page

AP Photo Dean Fosthck

This April 20. 2010 photo courtesy of Dean Fosdick shows close cropping in raised beds in
New Market, Va. Close cropping is a cheap and easy way to boost yields from small plots.
Spacing between plants can be tightened when using traditional row designs or vegetables
can be massed in square or diamond patterns such as was done in this raised bed setup.
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III Close cropping ...
The lettuce can he eaten before the toma-

From Previous

toes grow tall enough to shade them out.

have a lot of nutrition in the soil, then a
lot of plants won't mind being crowded."
he said.
Rather than planting in single rows.
plant in square or diamond patterns. Fell
suggested. "That's used extensively in
places like Britain where you have space
limitations. You can get an amazing
amount of production from tight planting."

• Use containers. "a sure way to grow
said. "Specific (plant) varieties are now
being developed for this specialized
environment."
• Select "bush" or dwarf plants. which
don't take as much space or compete as
vigorously for soil ingredients.
parable plant varieties that are made into

Here are some space-saving variations:
• Grow vertical. "Cucumbers, some
squashes, melons and tomatoes can be
trellised very nicely.- Sturtevant said.
• Succession planting. Get a new crop
into the ground as soon as the cool-season crop has been harvested. Replace lettuce, radishes and peas with something
like beans, beets and turnips.
• Inter-planting. Grow vegetables having different maturity dates side by side.
A typical pairing might be radishes,
which are fast maturing, with carrots.
which take longer. Space also can be
gained by planting a massed row of leaf
lettuce between two rows of tomatoes.

salads, pizza fixings or herbal teas and
seasonings." said Linda Chalker-Scott,
an urban horticulturist with Washington
State University's Puyallup Research
and Extension Center. "They're also a
neat way to introduce gardening to the
ent e family. especially children."
Online: For more about maximizing
yields from minimal space. see this Iowa
State

University

Web

site:

http://www.extension.iiistate.edu/publications/pm870a.pdf
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Equipment too costly?
Look at rental options

in a limited amount of space." Sturtevant

"Shop around for *kit gardens: or com-

• Most Innovative Equipment for
Hardwood & Tile Floors & Upholstery
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270.753.6300
270.293.0638

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Just like equipment used for home
improvement projects can range widely
from a small screwdriver to a large backhoe. the cost of such equipment can also
vary tremendously.
Fortunately, an option exists other than
going out and purchasing each item of
equipment needed for the job. Instead of
plunking down the cash for an expensive
machine that might be used once or
twice, check around town for rental
options. Sure, borrowing it from a neighbor might he easier and cheaper. hut a
rental shop allows for a variety of offerings. top-of-the-line commercial-level
machines and less worry of losing a
friend if something goes wrong.
Maintenance is also worry-free when
renting.
"You don't have to worry about the
upkeep.- said Mike Elkins, assistant
manager of Murray Rental. -Any highdollar item is definitely better to rent
than buy, especially if you are going to
only use it one or two times."
Items Elkins sees commonly rented
include small backhoes. scaffolding,
trenchers and household items such as
floor buffers and floor sanders. While
most of his rentals are from contractors,
he said there has been an increase in
homeowner rentals as they choose to do
the work themselves.
Especially in this time of year. with
spring just around the corner. Elkins said
popular rentals are garden implements.
"This time of year. everyone is sowing
their lawns so they're needing aerators,
seeders, tillers.- he said.
Rentals are also a good option when

replacement is needed. Elkins said he
sees this sometimes during the summer
when a lawnmower breaks down and the
homeowner will come in to rent a mower
short-term.
Just like a store can gi% e good advice
on what types of equipment to purchase.
Elkins said rental shops can advise
homeowners on the right kind of equipment for a job.
The rental process is very similar to
most any other rental agreements. The
customer comes in. fills out a contract
and gives contact information. Some
rental shops may offer insurance. For
those that don't. Elkins said to check
with homeowner's insurance as there
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may he coverage available for rentals. In
most cases, an employee of the shop will
go over the equipment and show the customer how to use it if necessary.
Rental periods vary to accommodate
almost every job. from a half-day rental
to weekly or monthly. Check for price
breaks at the next level- sometimes it
will be cheaper or more economical to
rent the equipment for a few days longer.
Whether a vacuum cleaner, metal
detector or piece of heavy machinery. be
sure to consider a rental option next time
a project is coming up.
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Spring brings termites:
How to prevent the pest
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The arrival of spring brings with it
the mating season for termites, so
homeowners should be aware of the
risk to their property.
Chad Parks, manager of Serval]
Termite & Pest Control in Murray.
said termites cause approximately
$300 million of damage a year in the
United States. He said subterranean
termites - making their home in the
ground - are the most common in this
part of the country.
-It you are thinking of building any
structure. you should discuss with
your Contractor the need to pertorm
soil pre-treatments." reads the wehsite
is ww.servallpestcontrol.com. "Most
people don't realite the cost of PREtreatments is normally half of the cos!
of P()STParks said a full treatment of a home
is the only was to make sure it is protected against termites. The treatment
can vary depending on the company.

hut ser\ all use liquid treatment.
"Basically what it does, the two
chemicals we use. Termidor and
Premise. are a non-deterrent, so the
termites never know its there." Parks
said. "They craw I through it and it is
slow -acting chemical so that the
colony has time to transfer it to the
whole colons.. and kill the whole
colons.
Parks said termites forge out in all
directions looking for food and will
eat anything that is cellulose-based.
such as sheetrock. cardboard, books.
pictures or similar items. He said the
worst damage he had personally seen
Vu a% about 550.000. but there have
been cases with hundres ol thousands
in damage about which he has read,
fermites are active year-round. but
swarming season usually picks up in
late March and into April. Parks said.
They prefer warm, humid conditions
60 degrees or above. He said he has
seen termites swarm in the fall. hut it
is rare.
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Ladybugs are cute, but ... maybe not insidc
breakfast table.
LEE REICH
For The Associated Press
This season's encounters with lady beetle,
"Ladybug. ladybug fly away home " began last fall. Asian multicolored lady beeVs hoops. she did! And her home is also my tle, are also known as Halloween beetles for
then habit of clustering on walls in late
home and your home.
'A lb spring rust around the corner, she's October. preferably light colored wails that
face southwest and are not too tar from woodawakening and coining indoors.
Ladybugs are such losable creatures that ed areas. Later in the season, frost!, weather
it's hard to call them a pest even when they dro‘e them to seek shelter in cracks and small
act like one. Just now they're creeping on opening, in the wall.
windows along with cluster flies, also benign
With spring around the corner, the beetles
creatures hut "pests" not at all welcome in my are awakening. They creep around looking
house. Lady bugs do get even peskier indoors! for light. inkl some find their was into our
I occasionally find them marching across a hilines.
pillow or scuffling along the edge of a teacup.
And they wake up hungry. so will devour
It's not your imagination that the annual sonic aphids and scale insects.
Still, ladybugs don't want to he indoors and
ladybug migration indoors has increased in
recent years. These homebodies are one par-. neither do we really want them here — at
ticular kind of ladybug. known officially is least. not so many. One was, then, to please
X•ian multicolored lady beetles Hannonia both ladybugs and humans is to check and
repair caulking around NA ind4m and door
as)fidisi.
Like other species of ladybugs. the Asian trames or any tither potential entry points.
multicolored lady beetle is friend to gardener Another way is to open a is intims for a few
and farmer. and she was deliheratels intro- 11101111es IIMA and then met the nest few
duced from Asia to help us out here. She's weeks: the ladybugs M. Ill stretch their wings
happy in her new home and so far has and he it Or periodically s ac uu to the ladyescaped enough natural predators to let her bugs up. then empts the sjCIIIIII1 cleaner bag
,iutdoors.
numbers soar and spread.
Asian multicolored lady beetles are not easEs en as I release ladybugs outdoors in coinily distinguished from the 4.0IN) other lady- ing weeks. I'm hoping that they don't fly too
bug species worldwide. She has a red. orange far away To that end,
plant dill, daisies.
or yellow -orange hack dotted with any where and other flowers heavy in nectar in my garfrom zero to 20 dark spot.. Recognue her den as well as limit use of pesticides. Ms.
mostly as the ladybug, that comes to your lads hug, mm casa es su casa. Fly away home.
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Take a new approach: Growing potatoes is in the bag
DEAN FOSDICK
For The Associated Press
Grow bags and potatoes make the
perfect pairing.
The containers take up little room.
can be placed where they get good
sun and eliminate much of the labor
required for growing potatoes. You
can dispose of the spades and garden
forks.
"No more digging to plant or digging to harvest." said Frank Oliver,
head of product design and development at Gardener's Supply Co. in
Burlington. Vt. "Potatoes are one of
the most labor-intensive food crops
to grow in the garden. But doing the
growing in bags minimizes much of
the work... . Just turn the bags over
when the potatoes are big enough to
eat."
Grow bags aren't a new idea.
People have been making their own
for years from such things as plastic
garbage bags, wire baskets, whiskey
barrels and buckets.
"What's new about it are the spaceage materials that are available."
said Jim Gerritsen. co-owner of

Wood Prairie Farm. a mail-order
house specializing in organically
grown potatoes near Bridgewater.
Maine. "These pots allow plants to
breathe. retain water longer and can
he used for several growing seasons.
They're fueling the container trend.''
The new fabrics resemble the
black, plastic-like sheets used by
landscapers as weed barriers beneath
layers of mulch. They allow water to
escape rather than pool at the bottom
of the bag. and let air infiltrate the
soil, which keeps the potatoes' roots
from rotting and becoming suseepti
ble to disease.
About one in every five (4 Thc
nation's home gardeners grows potatoes. said Bruce Butterfield, market
research director for the National
Gardening Association.
"What 1 found interesting was that
almost half of all those who grew
food at home. or 48 percent. grow
some kind of food in containers." he
said.
Potatoes can provide a bountiful

•See Next Page

AP Photo/Dean Fosdick
This June 28, 2010 photo shows potato grow bags in New Market, Va. Potato tubs or grow
bags eliminate any digging to plant or digging to harvest. New fabrics let air in and water out
which allows the plants to thrive even in the warmest weather. Simply turn the bags over to
harvest after the vines die back.
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Spring cleaning the green way

IN Potatoes ...
From Previous

ually until the container is full.
It's time to harvest when the

harvest, but require attention.
vines die back.
"They're gluttons." Gerritsen
Beware, however, these potasaid. "They like a lot of food
to-growing
errors. Don't:
and water. But if you take care
of them, they'll take care of you
• forget to water. "If potatoes
with surprisingly large returns." get dry. you're cooked." Oliver
Planting can begin in early said. "They don't tolerate
spring — anywhere from six
drought. I recommend using a
weeks to shortly before the last
watering tray for pots - especialkilling frost. Find a site that gets
six to eight hours of sunlight per ly in areas that consistently get
day. For best results, buy certi- above 90(degrees)."
• crowd the pots with too
fied disease-free seed potatoes.
You can plant small potatoes many plants. "More is not betwhole or slice large potatoes ter," Oliver said. Use fewer
into sections containing two or
plants and get higher yields. Use
three "eyes," which are small
between three and five potatoes
indentations where buds form.
Place them eyes up in a layer of when planting in a container."
• overfeed. "I recommend a
potting soil about four inches
from the bottom of the contain- slow-release organic fertilizer
er and a foot or so apart. Cover that will nurture the plants over
them with a dirt-moss mix that an entire season." Gerritsen
retains water.
said. "Give them too much of a
Mound the soil around the
(chemical) jolt and you'll get a
plants as they grow to generate
more tubers, which form along sturdy plant with a whole lot of
the stems rather than at the foliage, but at the expense of a
roots. Continue mounding grad- sizable crop."
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Associated Press
Spring is iight around the corner, and with how
crazy our winter has been, I know you won't want to
spend it inside cleaning. Right? Right. So let's talk
spring cleaning now so we can spend our spring planting gardens. taking hikes and all the other great things
we can do outside.
How do you go green with spring cleaning? No worries. I have tips and tricks for you to start making
spring even greener this year with easy, money-saving, eco-friendly ways to help our planet while cleaning up your house.
Have you ever looked at the ingredients in your
cleaning products? No? Well, take a minute. look at
them and see how many things you can pronounce. Do
you know what they are? You'll find things like
Butoxydiglycol, Alkyl Cl2-18 Dimethyl Ethylbenzyl
Ammonium Chloride. Sodium Polyacrylate and
Dimethicone/Silica/PEG Distearate Antifoam. If you
read a little more, they all say to use in a well-ventilated room, avoid skin contact and more. We use these
things on surfaces in our home and around our children and never question what they are. Maybe we
should start.
Let's talk about natural ways we can clean our
homes. Yes. natural — because people did clean their
homes before all these chemicals. Also. check out the
online feature for this story and watch the videos I
found. They'll show you how easy this really is and
give you more information on why you should change

Our home is
Murray, Kentucky!
...111116111114111111M

Just like yours. So. when the time comes for fall home improvement. why not talk with the hometown expens at The Murray
Bank about financing your project? Whether you're contemplating a new addition or just thinking about new wallpaper and
flooring for an existing room. we have the money to lend.
And with all our decisions made
make
the lending process quick and easy. which is
locally, we
more than we can say for hanging wallpaper.
The Murray Bank — your first step in home improvement!

405 S. 12th Street
& 700 N. 12th Street
270-753-5626
www.thenuirrayhank.com

HOW Banking Should Be
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the way you clean.
The basic supplies .ok)LI . icci it) make your o‘,11
green cleaners include: * Distilled white vinegar(sold
in the cooking section of most supermarkets)* Baking
soda * Olive oil * Borax (sold in a box in the laundry
aisle) * Liquid castile soap (like Dr. Bronner's brand.
found in most natural foods stores) * Essential oils
(super-concentrated natural plant oils found in natural
foods stores, and usually in the cosmetics section) *
Microfiber cleaning cloths - STOP using paper towels
to clean with! * Newspaper
Here are a few basic "recipes" and techniques to get
you started:• Glass: Mix 1/4 cup vinegar with I quart
of water in a spray bottle. Spray on glass and wipe
clean with old newspaper or a lint-free cloth. •
Countertops and bathroom tile: Mix 2 parts vinegar
and I part baking soda with 4 parts water. Apply with
a sponge. scour and wipe away.• Floors: Mix 4 cups
of white distilled vinegar with about a gallon of hot
water. If desired, add a few drops of pure peppermint
or lemon oil for a pleasant scent. After damp mopping
the floors, the smell of vinegar will dissipate quickly,
leaving behind only the scent of the oil.• Wood furniture: Mix equal parts of lemon juice and olive oil.
Apply a small amount to a cloth and rub onto the furniture in long, even strokes. • Toilet bowl cleaner:
Sprinkle a toilet brush with baking soda and scrub
aw:a ! Occasionally disinfect your toilet by scrubbing

II See Page 23
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Beans to Blossoms celebrates 10 years
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
A local family business is celebrating 10 years this summer of helping
people grow vegetables and flowers
the old-fashioned way with no
chemicals or pesticides.
In 2001. Beans to Blossoms was
founded by Steve and Suzanne
Cathey and their daughter. Lindy
McManus. It recently moved from
its original location to 2397
Highway 94 East. Suzanne said she
and her husband were tobacco farmers for about 20 years, and after
Steve went into sales, they still kept
a home garden. McManus started
college at Murray State University
and decided to major in horticulture,
graduating in 1999.
"When she got out of college, we
just decided that we would bond our
love of growing vegetables with her
love of flowers and start a family
business," Suzanne said.
Suzanne said the business started
out specializing in heirloom tomatoes and antique flowers, but have
expanded quite a bit since then.

"Now diosi people, when you go
to the garden shop, you're finding
mostly hybrids.- Suzanne said. "We
feel like the heirloom tomatoes have
a better flavor because when they
started hybridizing tomatoes and
roses and flowers, then they took out
some of the better attributes that we
think are important. like flavor.Suzanne said that while hybrids
are resistant to disease, heirlooms
also have some natural resistance or
they wouldn't still be around after
hundreds of years. Besides the benefit of the flavor, she said heirloom
farmers also give customers a connection to the past.
"From a historical point of vie.
we feel like if somebody doesn'!
continue to grow these older
eties, at some point in time, they're
going to be lost forever: she said.
Suzanne said hybrid versions of
flowers are similar to tomatoes in
that a rose, for example, may be bred
for its appearance. but does not have
a strong fragrance. Besides tomatoes

•See Next Page
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Josey McManus, daughter of Beans to Blossums co-owner Lindy McManus, holds a terrarium
she made out of a two-liter soda bottle in one of the recent children's gardening club sessions.
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•Beans to Blossoms ...
From Previous
and flowers. Beans to Blossoms also sells
plenty of heirloom fruits and vegetables
that are grown in their greenhouses. including spinach, radishes. carrots, squash,
cucumbers, eggplant, zucchini, green beans
and more. Suzanne said the produce is
grown naturally using organic methods on
about an acre of land.
The Catheys' son. Shannon Cathey. doesn't have a hand in the day-to-day goings-on
at the business, but maintains the website.
vo.vw.beanstoblossoms.com. Visitors to the
site can read in detail about everything the
store has to offer, including organic heirloom seeds, soy -based candles, herbal
soaps, annual and perennial flowers and
grasses. The site has many different offered

breeds of seeds and plants listed alphabeti-

k#

cally on the site.
N1cManus said she is also interested in
promoting "xeriscaping.- which is land•

scaping that reduces the need for irrigation
She said plants that are more resistant to
heat and drought are helpful in withstanding harsh summers.
Earlier this year. Beans to Blossoms started a children's gardening club called the
Little Sprouts Club. Membership is free.
although monthly activities are a small fee.
About 45 kids have joined so far and
Suzanne said it is a great way to get kids
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interested in becoming the next generation
of gardeners.
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Organic seeds for several heirloom fruits and vegetables are for sale at Beans to
Blossoms
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•Green cleaning ...
From Page 21
with borax instead. Wipe the outside of the
toilet clean with straight vinegar. •
Disinfectant: Ntis 2 teaspoons Borax. 4
tablespoons vinegar. 3 cups hot water and
1/4 teaspoon liquid castile soap. Wipe on
with dampened cloth or use a spray bottle.
Wipe clean. • Mold and mildew: Wipe
with straight vinegar. • Air freshener:
Sprinkle essential oil on a cotton ball, and
stash it in a corner of the room. It you have

kids, make sure it is out of their reach a.
•
essential oils are very strong and could
scent
relaxing
a
is
Lavender
skin.
their
tate
that is great for bedrooms, and cinnamon,
clove and citrus oils are great for the rest (4
the house. You can stash a few in the ai
too -- try peppermint, which may help you
to stay alert.
Now 1 get that this is not for everyone. It
you're more a tan of purchasing ready made green cleaning products. these websites have a great selection: eartheasycom.

MONITORING AS LOW AS

20 A MONTH
401 Olive Street . Murray, KY 42071
270.7.5312 . www.Murray-Ky.net
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Spring's hot color for homes? Honeysuckle
SARAH WOLFE
For The Associated Press
Bright red-pink and bursting with energy.
honeysuckle is dominating home decor
trends in 2011 as a playful and vibrant alternative to the serene turquoise of 2010.
Love it or hate it. the hue is everywhere
this spring. And design experts say there are
many easy ways to incorporate it into yout
home without breaking the bank.
"Add a lively flair to interior spaces with
honeysuckle patterned pillows, bedspreads.
small appliances and tabletop accessories."
says Leatnce Eiseman. executive director
of the Pantone Color Institute.
Honeysuckle is the official color of 2011
as chosen by the institute, the research arm
of the Carlstadt, N.J.-based Pantone Inc..
which largely sets color standards for the
fashion and home industries. This year's
reddish pink shade lights a fire to your
senses and revs you up, says Eiseman.
"The color says we need to be hopeful
and think of things that satisfy as many
senses as we can," she says.
A striking, eye-catching shade, honeysuckle works well for day and night, and
complements a variety of blues, greens and
oranges. Eiseman says.
"I can't think of a pink combination that
doesn't work." says Carey Vizzi Jacobs. an
interior and wallpaper designer in
Maryland and Pennsylvania. "Pink and red.
Pink and navy. Pink and turquoise. Even
pink and orange. Honeysuckle pairs nicely
with so many colors."
— Paint/Wallpaper
One easy and inexpensive way to brighten up your home and stay on top of design
trends is by painting an accent wall in honeysuckle.
If pink walls seem a bit daunting, try a
wall in the bedroom first — whether it's
paint or a luxurious wallpaper. Vizzi Jacobs
says.
"Wallpaper does wonders to warm up the
bedroom." she adds. "I like that feeling of
pink surrounding you and giving you a nice
warm hug."
A new wallpaper collection by New
Jersey-based Thibaut Designs features honeysuckle in a variety of vibrant lattices,
damasks and florals on frothy pastel and
rich velvety backgrounds.
Bold wall choices like honeysuckle are a
good balance to neutral furniture, particularly white, cream and tan. says Thibaut's
Molly McDermott Walsh.
— Throw Pillows
Bright and lively throw pillows are another cheap and easy way to pepper your home
with this warm hue.
Bed. Bath and Beyond is carrying several
pillows with bold honeysuckle stripes and
other prints for under $50. as is World
Market. says Morgan Cullen of Austin.
Texas. who created the home decor blog
Casa Cullen.
She also suggests heading to the fabric
Saw ana making your own WILMSauchair
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This product image courtesy of
Anthropologie shows their Pink Poppy
Knob. Bright red-pink and bursting with
energy, honeysuckle is dominating
home decor trends in 2011.
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cushions.
"Honeysuckle chair covers on all chairs
or just the head of the table would be quite
the statement maker in the dining room."
Cullen says.
-- Textiles
If pillows aren't your thing. try drapes or
linens in a honeysuckle print for an instant
update in the kitchen or bedroom. says
Vizzi Jacobs.
"In the bath, honeysuckle embroidered or
appliqued monograms on white towels are
a pleasant surprise." she says.
Another easy way to brighten up you(
bathroom is with a pink rug or shower curtain. such as Pottery Barn Teen's white cot
ton percale shower curtain 1$491 edged
with a honeysuckle ribbon. Cullen says.
Table runners, napkins and sheets are also
showing up in shades of honeysuckle this
spring.
-- Accents
Honeysuckle can be popped into small
accent pieces throughout your home for a
more understated, yet updated, look.
Cullen suggests painting three wall
frames with honeysuckle-colored spray
paint and placing them around black-andwhite photos as easy do-it-yourself wall art
for any room.
She also suggests painting the back wall
of built-ins, media or bookshelves in honeysuckle for a burst of color, as well as real
honeysuckle flowers in a vase on the dining
room table or next to your bed.
Even a strip of grosgrain pink ribbon can
instantly change a lamp shade or give extra
flair to curtains. says Vizzi Jacobs.
Anthropologic offers whimsical touches
of honeysuckle this spring in a pink poppy
ceramic door knob ($8) and a melon-colored ceramic and brass drawer pull (W.
Cullen says.
And don't forget artwork, even in unexpected places.
"All bathrooms deserve great art, so
invest in a cheery honeysuckle-colored
piece that will make you smile year round."
Cullen says.
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